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Abstract
The increase in demand for faster and more reliable networks has placed a heavy
burden upon network and protocol designers. The issue of restorability is not new.

It has been around for many years. It is now, as the number

of lnternet users and

demands for higher data rates climb exponentially, that this issue is more prevalent.

This thesis discusses the current restoration methods at the physical and network
layer' A strong emphasis is placed on two technologies, SONET in the physical layer,
and OSPF in the network layer. A two-phase restoration scheme is proposed. In

this scheme, preconfigured routing tables are used to provide for fast restoration.
An optimization model is proposed as a solution to determining the optimal set of
preconfigured routing tables necessary. The steps needed for implementation using

MPLS and Active Networking are briefly described.
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ïntroduction
1.1

Problern Staternent

In the networks of today and the future, network survivability is, and will still

be,

an area of great concern to all users. The need for more reliable and robust networks

is even more apparent as the number of Internet users continues to climb at

an

exponential rate.

With transmission rates in the order of Gigabits per second (Gbps), the need for
reliable data transfer is critical. At such speeds, large corporations, small businesses,
and even the average household Internet user can potentially lose large amounts of
revenue with

It

just a minor disruption in their communications network.

would be incorrect to assume that current networks are not survivable, this is

indeed far from the

truth. There are many methods and techniques already in

place

that handle failures within the network. The problem is that current restoration
techniques reside either at the Physical Layer or are handled by routing protocols.

Physical layer techniques provided by SONET [16] (Synchronous Optical Network)

provide fast restoration within the tens of milliseconds. However, Physical Layer

faults are often catastrophic faults that do not encompass faults at the Network

Layer. With the growing support for IP (Internet Protocol) and its capability to
enhance communication services,
Ieads

IP networks require stability and reliability. This

to a need for restoration methods provided by the routing protocols that run

at the IP Network Layer.

RIP (Routing Information Protocol) [1] uses a 30 second interval between routing
table broadcasts. In the event of a failure within the RIP network where a routing
table update is not received, RIP will wait 6 times the update interval (180 seconds)
before declaring the routing table entry unreachable. OSPF (Open Shortest path

First) [2], on the other hand has a much better restoration scheme in place. With

a

typical hello interval (equivalent to RIPs update interval) of 10 seconds, OSPF waits
for 4 times the hello interval before recalculating routes. This 40 second interval is far
better than the 3 minutes that RIP requires, but at gigabit rates, tremendous amounts
of information can still be lost. In the case of Transmission Control Protocol/Internet

Protocol (TCP/IP) this could cause an excessive amount of retransmissions and iead

to congestion due to the nature of the TCp protocol.
Since Physical Layer faults do not encompass Network Layer faults and restoration

using the routing protocols is slow due to the mechanisms that are used, a new
approach is needed in handling IP faults at the Network Layer. Restoration at the

Network Layer can help to alleviate some of the problems associated with the two
existing methods. This thesis will propose techniques to improve restoration times

at the Network Layer. A novel approach is introduced to provide fast restoration
using preconfigured routing tables. Our approach uses a two-phase system that can
be incorporated with existing network protocols as an external module, thereby not
interfering with the normal operation of the protocol itself.

L.2

Related

.Work

Restoration is a term typically associated with Physical Layer protection mechanisms.

In most of the available literature to date, restoration

appears

in the context

of

survivable ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) or soNET networks.
Network Layer restoration is a new area of research of very high interest, due to

the rapid growth in demand for IP networks. There

a,re several differences

in the

problem formulations for restoration at the Physical Layer, or even at layer 2 of the
OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) Reference modei (for example the ATM layer),
and restoration at the Network Layer. One of the main differences is that restoration

at the Network Layer might be temporary (not necessarily in response to a failure
in the transport system). Failures at this layer are not restricted to open links or
high bit error rates (BER), but also to congestion, system downtime, reconfiguration,
rebooting of a router, addition of resources, etc. Restoration at the Network Layer
refers to fast recovery and convergence to a new optimal state. Restoration must be

dynamic, that is, there is not necessarily a unique optimal state. The optimal state
can vary and can be recalculated as required.

In this section, a survey of available literature, both recent and classic, are studied

for restoration techniques and applications. The reader is encouraged to review these
publications and references therein. A common theme in the references discussed below is that they consider restoration of failures in high-speed networks which are neâr

catastrophic. This type of failure is typically due to failures in the communications
equipment. A failure in a relatively small amount of time can lead to very high data
losses.

One of the most important contributions to restoration at the Physical Layer is

the self-healing ring concept [3]. In that paper Grover, presented a study of the
restoration problem in telecommunications networks and proposed a mechanism for
decentralized restoration. This decentralized mechanism was intended

to aid

and

complement centralized protection systems. The paper discussed problems related to

restoration due to loss of all or most of the physical transmission facilities. Grover
pointed out that restoration via rerouting through redundant connections should not
be confused with individual call rerouting. The self-healing ring concept has been

widely accepted and

it

has been applied in the industry.

A study of restoration

schemes for survivable

ATM networks

\^/as presented by

Murakami and Kim [5]. They also proposed a methodology for end-to-end restora-

tion through a comparative analysis of the minimum link capacity installation

cost.

The methodology is an optimal capacity and flow assignment algorithm for the selfhealing of ATM networks based on end-to-end and line restoration. One of their

main results is that the economic advantage of the end-to-end restoration method
might be marginal for a well-connected and/or unbalanced network. In the solution

of the linear progrâmming problem they presented an elegant approach by solving

and utilizing the dual problem for recalculation of the solution. Murakami and Kim
also proposed a two-step scheme for fast restoration.

In their method, an

acceler-

ated recovery procedure is executed upon the knowledge of a failure. After recovery
procedures are complete, a new optimal solution is calculated for the entire network.
Schwartz and Stern [6] presented a study of routing techniques for computer net-

works. Their study was published in 1980, years before the wide-spread use and
knowledge of the public Internet. They discussed the routing architectures SNA

(IBM) and DNA (DEC). Their paper provided a description of the practical

issues

related to routing. Today, the shortest path technique is implemented in more efficient routing algorithms such as the OSPF. This algorithm is based on the calculation

of the shortest path from one node to another and

it

stores information about the

next hop only. This way, a routing table is created.

A recent paper by Balakrishnan, Magnanti and Mirchandani [7] discussed service-

ability and survivability issues in the event of catastrophic failures. Serviceability
refers to the availability of vast bandwidth and survivability refers to failure protec-

tion. They presented a problem formulation for restorability based on a multi-level
architecture. Although the paper is not specific to Internet routing,

it provided a

valuable point of view on how to design multi-level restoration algorithms.

Ben Yahia and Robach [8] presented a new appïoach that utilizes virtual path
mânagement functions and self-healing rings. This is a very interesting perspective, as

they discuss interactions between the physical and data link layers of the OSI model.

Their paper also concentrated on catastrophic failures. One of the disadvantages
of this approach is that

it

utilizes virtual paths which are permanently established

between nodes.
Gersht and Shulman [9] have introduced a technique for fast restoration of virtual

paths in mesh ATM networks. The technique is based on the allocation of spare

virtual paths. This is, in

essence,

similar to restoration at the SONET layer based

on dual fiber facilities. As has been pointed out by Grover [4], mesh techniques are

not necessarily the best way to go, due to the high cost and a hybrid technique will
be more desirable.
Spare capacity assignment for different restoration strategies in survivable mesh

networks has been presented by Van Caenegem, Wauters, and Demeester
110]. In

their paper they discussed strategies for single link failures. They also

discussed

two optimization techniques, simulated annealing and linear integer pïogrâmming to
solve the problem of single link failure. Their results can be applicable, for exam-

ple, to WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) networks. However, there was no
interaction with other layers.
Hsing, Cheng, Goncu and Kant [11] presented a restoration methodology based
on pre-planned routing for ATM networks. The idea is based on communication of
neighbouring nodes with the sources to find an alternate route. This methodology of

having routes calculated prior to any faults occurring is very beneficial in terms of
speed' Once a failure occurs, all that is necessary is for the nodes to do a lookup on
the pre-planned routes, which is faster than performing calculations as faults occur.

Finn

et' al.

[12] [13] introduced a new approach for protection switching using

trees. In their approach each node in the network will find two directed spanning
trees, one

to be used for normal conditions and

one for failed conditions. With

assumptions that the network be vertex or edge redundant, the algorithm is restricted

to certain network topologies. Their method can be viewed as a generalization of some
techniques used in SONET, such as Automatic Protection Switching and Self-Healing
Rings.

Grover and Stamatelakis [14] [15] have developed a restoration scheme using pre-

configured cycles (p-Cycles). This methodology is similar to SONET rings yet use
spare capacity much more efficiently for restoration. The p-Cycles restoration scheme

for physical and IP networks were discussed with focus being placed on the SONET
physical layer. These papers also give a comparison of p-Cycles and SONET rings.

1.3

Objectives and Thesis Organization

This thesis aims to provide a new technique for restoration at the Network Layer by
introducing a two-phase restoration system as shown in Figure 1.1. The occurence of
a network failure

will

cause the

primary scheme to be activated. This scheme assumes

control of network routing and uses the preconfigured routing tables to determine the
next hops. If the failure is quickly corrected or does not persist for a certain amount

of time, the system will return to its original state before the failure. However,

if the failure is persistent,

OSPF will activate its restoration mechanism after the

RouterDeadlnterval time has elapsed to bring the network to an optimal state. This

will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter
Relevant issues related to restoration

3.

will be addressed without any consideration

for other important elements. The main focus of this thesis will be on the restorable

Two Phase Restoration System
Failure is
stent

Optimal Restoration

Secondary Scheme:
OSPF Restoration Mechanism

pe rsi

OSPF shortest path

first calculations

Failu re

corrected

Primary Scheme:
Pre-Configured Routing Tables

Activate MPLS or Active
Networking to provide routing

Network
Failu re

Figure 1.1: Two Phase Restoration System

spanning tree algorithm and how

it can be implemented in today's

networks.

This dissertation is organized as follows. The next chapter discusses current
restoration mechanisms that are in place at the Physical Layer with specific emphasis on SONET.

It also provides insight into the two main IP routing protocols,

RIP and OSPF. Chapter 2 will conclude with a brief introduction to graph theory. A
two phase approach to Network Layer restoration is discussed in Chapter 3, including
a formal problem definition and details of the restorable spanning tree algorithm. A

review of the obtained results is given in Chapter 4 as well as a case study on the

heuristic spanning tree algorithm. Chapter 5 will look at two possible methods of
incorporating the restorable spanning tree algorithm into an existing network.
discusses some of the issues

It

also

that might arise when considering active networking or

MPLS [32] in the two phase restoration scheme. Concluding that chapter is a discussion of other areas that \Mere examined to improve restoration. Finally, Chapter
6 summarizes the major contributions of this thesis and proposes possible extensions

for future research.

Chapter

2

Restoration Mechanisrns and
Background
2.L

trntroduction

The issues of restorability and survivability have existed for a long time. Solutions

that address these

issues

to provide restorable networks either reside at the Phvsical

Layer or are provided by routing protocols at the Network Layer.

It

is

necessary

to review the current techniques to gain a full understanding of all the advantages
and disadvantages therein. In doing so, new techniques can be developed that enhance or augment the existing schemes. This chapter provides background on current

restoration mechanisms used in Synchronous Optical Network (SONET)
t1Z] at the
Physical Layer, Routing Information Protocol (RiP)
[18], and Open Shortest path

First (OSPF) [19] at the Network Layer. Concluding the chapter is a brief introduction to graph theory as

it

pertains to the thesis.
10

2"2
2"2.L

Synchronous Optical Network
Introduction

Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) is a standard for digital transmission over

fiber optic networks originally proposed by Bellcore and standardized by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI). An almost identical version, called Synchronous

Digital Hierarchy (SDH) was published in Recommendations G.707, G.708, and G.709
by the ITU-T.
The lowest level in SONET is referred to as STS-1 (Synchronous Transport Signal,
level 1) which operates at 51.84 Mbps. This is also called OC-1 (Optical Carrier level

1). Bv combining multiple STS-1 signals, higher level signals (STS-N) can be formed
which will run at N times the speed of an STS-1 signal. In the case of SDH, these
signals are called Synchronous Transport Modules (STMs). The lowest of these rates

is referred to as STM-I which operates at 755.52 Mbps which is equivalent to

an

STS-3 in SONET.

The SONET standard also defines the operations, administration, maintenance,
and provisioning (OAM&P) procedures that are used to detect and maintain the

network. These procedures also perform tasks such as configuration, performance
evaluation, and customer support along with other functions.

2.2.2

Fbame Format and Overhead

The smallest frame in SONET is the STS-1 frame. This frame consists of 810 octets

that is transmitted once every 125

p,s,

which provides a data rate of 51.84 Mbps. The
11

frame consists of 9 octets of Line Overhead (LOH), 18 octets of Section Overhead

(SOH),9 octets of Path Overhead (POH), and the remaining 774octets are used for

data (payload) as shown in Figure 2.1. Each frame is composed of g rows and g0
columns and is transmitted row by row over the network. The first 3 columns of an

F;
iT

ti_

tî
POH

_SPE
STS-l Payload Capacity

Figure 2.1: STS-1 Frame Structure

STS-1 frame are dedicated to the SOH and LOH. Together, the SOH and the LOH
make what is called the Transport Overhead (TOH). The TOH uses the first 3 columns

of the STS-1 frame which leaves 87 columns remaining. These 87 columns are referred

to as the Synchronous Payload Envelope (SPE). The SPE contains both overhead and
user

data. The POH can begin in any byte location within the SPE. With this in mind,

the SPE will typically overlap into the next frame. The SONET overhead bytes are
shown in Figure 2.2. To construct higher level frames in the SONET hierarchy, simply
increase the number of columns by some multiple of the STS-1 frame structure. For

example, the structure of an STS-3 frame will still consist of 9 rows, but the number of
columns will increase to 270 x (3 x 90). This implies that the STS-3 overhead columns
12
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Figure 2.2: SONET Overhead Bytes

are now 3 times wider than the STS-1 overhead leaving 26I

x

(3

x 37) columns for

the SPE. The STS-3 frame structure as a whole consists of 2,430 bytes with a line
rate of: (2430 bytes/frame)

x

(8000 frames/sec)

"

(8 birs/byte)

:

1bb.52 Mbps

2.2.3 SONET Architecture
SONET is made up of different layers. These layers are used to help divide the
communications task into smaller more manageable pieces. There are four layers in

the SONET architecture, they are the Photonic layer, Section layer, Line layer, and
Path layer as shown in Figure 2.3.

1q

tù

Section
Photoni

Section

c

Photonic

Payload

Mux

STS-I
Mux

Photonic

Regenerator

Section

Section

Photonic

Photonic

Photonic

Regenerator

STS-I
Mux

Figure 2.3: SONET Architecture Layers

2.2.4 SONET OAM&P
In this section \'ve will focus more on the maintenance aspect of OAM&P
[21] [23].
Maintenance is defined here as the steps that are tâken to maintain a network in
working order. These steps would include such things as detection of failures, generating alarms and signals, and restoring the network. There are many types of alarms
and signals that go off when a failure is detected in the network. Some of these âre
Loss of Pointer (LOP), Loss of Signal (LOS), and Alarm Indication Signal (AIS).
For
a more comprehensive

list of these alarms and signals,

see

Appendix A. After a failure

has been detected, something needs to be done to correct

it.

There are techniques

that exist that help to avoid the failure, but correction of the failure still needs to
be done. Three techniques are discussed to reroute around failures that will help
improve network integrity.

T4

2.2.5 survivable soNET Network Architectures
Automatic Protection Switching (APS) is shown in Figure Z.aþ). For this protection
scheme, there is one protection fiber for

N working fibers.

It is called diverse pro-

tection because this scheme places the protection fiber in a physically diverse route.
Compared

to 1:l\ protection whe¡e the protection fiber is located physically in the

same route as the working fibers, 1:N diverse protection is a better alternative.
For

higher survivability a 1:1 diverse protection scheme can be deployed.

A

1:1 diverse

protection will provide I00% restoration, but will require more resources than
the
1:N diverse protection scheme.

Dual homing is a concept in which two hubs are assigned to each office, see Figure

2'4(b). In this approach, demand originatingfrom the special office is split into two
hubs, the home hub and the backup hub. In the case of a home hub failure,
traffic is

routed through the backup hub.
Self Healing Rings (SHRs) as shown in Figure 2.aþ) is an automatic protection
scheme

that provides 100% restoration capability. There are three types of SHRs

currently being deployed and will be discussed later.
DCS mesh networks reroute traffic around a failure at the SONET path layer.
As

in Figure 2.4(d), traffic is rerouted through DCS #3 when a failure occurs on the
link between DCS
does

f1

and DCS

#2.

From this we can see that, a DCS mesh network

not require extra protection facilities to perform restoration. Instead, it uses the

spare capacity on the working lines to restore the network. The DCS mesh
network
can be centralized or distributed. The one major fault of this system is that
the time
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needed

to communicate with the controllers to perform the rerouting is relatively

iarge.

Di verse
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\

Working Svsten

Working System
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N
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--Þ'-_' Rortinç' Path

(a) l:N APS Diverse Protection Architecture

(b) Dual Homing

c03
D

Normal Route
Alternate Route

(c) Ring Architecture

co2

(d) DCS Mesh Restoration

Figure 2.4: Survivable SONET Architectures

Automatic Protection Switching
This protection scheme is very fast.

KllK2

It

can switch fibers in less than 50ms, using the

bytes of the LOH. Figure 2.5 shows the steps that are taken to switch to the

protection line when a fault is detected using APS.

1. The system is functioning properly along the working lines.
2. A fault occurs and the Tail End requests usage of the protection line using the
K2 byte.
16
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The Head End receives K2 for three consecutive frames and then bridees it's

input to the protection line.

4. The Head End then sends a K1 and K2 byte to the Tail End saying that it

has

finished bridging and requests that the Tail End switches.

5. Tail End bridging:
(u) The

Tail End bridges its output of the protection line to the switch.

(b) The Tail End bridges its input to the protection lines.

o.

The Tail End sends a K2 byte to the Head End as an acknowledgement that

it

has finished switching.

7

The Head End bridges the output of the protection lines to the switch. The
switch located at both ends will now select the protection line as the source for

it's data. One other thing to note is that allKIlK2 byte signaling is done using
the protection lines.

Self Healing Rings (SHR)

A SONET SHR can be unidirectional or bidirectional. Each of these types,

USHR

(unidirectional SHR) and BSHR (bidirectional SHR), can either be line switched or
path switched. Line switched SHRs are triggered by the SONET line layer signals K1
and K2. Path switched SHRs are triggered by the SONET path layer signal Path AIS.

BSHR can be further divided into 2-fiber BSHR and 4-fiber BSHR and are labeled
as BSHR-2 and BSHR-4 respectively. Current deployment uses path switching for
77

Workin

g

Figure 2.5: Protection Switching in APS

USHR and line switching for BSHR. Figure 2.6 shows how restoration is done for a

path switched tiSHR (UPSHR).

Secondary
Channel

Secondary
Channel

Fiber Route
Path ol Signal
Channel Duplicator
Channel Selector

Normal Condition

Failure Condition

Figure 2.6: UPSHR under normal and failure conditions

A UPSHR has two fibers that form the ring. The inner ring is called the Secondary
channel (or protection channel) with traffic running in a counter clockwise motion.
The outer ring is called the Primary channel (or working channel) with traffic running
18

in a clockwise motion. Though it is not shown in the figure, each node contains

a

channel duplicator and selector. The left ring of Figure 2.6 shows node 3 trying to
send data to node 1.

At node 3, the channel duplicator duplicates the data and the

data is sent in both directions around the ring. This means that node 1 will receive
two copies of the same data with different delays. So, the channel selector of node
1

will

choose the data from the primary channel under normal circumstances and

discard the data received on the secondary channel. In the event of a failure between
nodes 4 and 1, node

l

will choose the data from the secondary channel because it

aware of the failure on the other

is

link. Node 3 however, still transmits the data along

both channels.
Figure 2.7 shows a line switched BSHR-2 (BLSHR-2) during normal and failure
conditions. The BLSHR-2 is composed of two unidirectional rings. So in a BLSHR-

2,

dat'a going from an end-node

to another

end-node

will travel through the same

intermediate nodes in both directions. Restoration is accomplished by reservin g 50%
of the capacity on both of the fibers. For example, suppose we have an Optical Carrier

12 (OC-72) BLSHR-2. The first six channels in both fibers will be used for normal

operation. The other 6 channels, (7-I2) will be used for protection. When a failure
occurs on

Wl, data is moved from Wl to channels T-I2 on W2.

For the case of a BLSHR-4, the situations are almost identical. Instead of two
fibers, we no$/ have four fibers. Two working fibers (W1, W2) and two protection
fibers (P1, P2). This will allow full capacity to be used on both working fibers unlike

the BLSHR-2 where only half the capacity can be used so that full restoration

is

possible. Figure 2.8 shows the normal and failure conditions of a BLSHR-4. Under
19
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Figure 2.7: Normal and failure conditions for a BLSHR-2

normal conditions, traffic is sent on the working fibers. In the event of a fiber failure
on W1 between nodes 4 and 1, data being sent from node 3
over

to 1 will be switched

to the protection fiber, P1, at node 4. This is similar to that of a BLSHR-2

shown in Figure 2.7.

h

is apparent that a BLSHR-4 will be more reliable than that

of a BLSHR-2, because of the extra fibers. A BLSHR- 4 can recover from multiple
fiber cuts as well as span failures and so is the most reliable among SONET SHR
alternatives.

DCS Mesh Networks
A network is called a mesh if each end to end connection can be supported through

at least three link diverse routing paths. There are two types of restoration that
can be performed depending on which layer is being used as the protection layer.

Line restoration is performed
performed

if the line layer is being used and path restoration

is

if the path layer is used. Figure 2.9 shows both line restoration and path

Fiber Route
Chan nel

W: Working
P: Protection
Normal

Condition

Failure Conditron

Figure 2.8: Normal and failure conditions for a BLSHR_4

restorâtion for a single span failure between nodes 2 and

3. As can be seen from

Figure 2.9, line restoration finds an alternate path from node 2 to node 3 ihat will
avoid the failure. But in the case of path restoration a new path is found from endnode to end-node. As mentioned before, this system can be centralized or distributed

and is relatively slow compared with the other two schemes.

2.3
2.3.L

Network Layer Routing
Introduction

There are many internet routing protocols in existence today such as: Routing
In-

formation Protocol (RIP), Interior-Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRp), Intermediate
Svstem-Intermediate System (IS-IS), and Open Shortest Path Firsr (OSpF). These
protocols can be classified into two classes. RiP and IGRP are both distance
vector
,1

-2-5-3-6

1-2-3-6

|

4-2-3-6

4-2-5-3-6

|

-2-3-6

4-2-3.6

(a) Line Restoration

(b) Path Restoration

Figure 2.9: Line and path restoration in a mesh network

routing protocols while IS-IS and OSPF are link state routing protocols. Distance
vector routing uses an algorithm to determine the distance from a particular routing
node to every other routing node in the network. Distance vector routing has many
shortcomings such as counting to infinity (i.e. sLow convergence) and the bouncing
effect (i.e. routing loop) [18]. These shortcomings are addressed by link state routing

protocols. In short link state routing protocols exchange link topologies instead of
exchanges of distances. The exchange

in topology between every routing node will

result in a network map. Using this map, every routing node will compute a shortest

path tree from itself to every other routing node in the network. Since every routing
node has the same link state database (network map), link state protocols inher-

ently avoid looping. This section will discuss the two most commonly used routing
protocols, RIP in distance vector routing protocols and OSPF in link state routing
protocols, with a main focus on the latter.
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2.3"2 Routing fnformation Frotocol
As the first widespread routing protocol, RIP is still very much in existence in today's

networks. As such, it is important to discuss the pertinent issues related to restoration
as addressed by RIP.

RIP is a distance vector protocol employing a distributed computation mechanism

to manage it's routing table. Updates are sent from a router to all of its neighbours.
These updates are received causing the neighbours to update their routing tables and

send new updates

to all their neighbours. This procedure will eventually

as all the routing tables stabilize in the network. This would be ideal

converge

if the network

topology never changed, but in practice, changes in network topology occur far too
often.

Every RIP router sends an update messâge to all of its neighbours at 30 second

intervals. If a router does not receive an update message from one of its neighbours

within a 180 second interval,

it will assume connectivity is lost. The route to this

lost neighbour is then marked invalid and update messages continue to be sent out.
The failed route will be updated with a valid one upon receiving a valid route from
other neighbours. The main point to note is that there is a 180 second interval where
connectivity is possibly lost. This is because the protocol must be certain that there
is a failure before performing any changes on its routing table.

This 180 second loss in data transmission is motivation enoush to warrant further research in restoration techniques. For the sake of brevity, we refer the reader
interested in more information about the RIP protocol to RFC 24b3
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[181.

2.3.3

Open Shortest Path First

OSPF 120) [22] packets run directly over the IP Network Layer. The IP protocol
number in the IP header is set to 89, which represents an OSPF packet. The Time

To Live (TTL) field is almost always set to the value of 1 because OSPF packets
only travel a single hop. The destination IP address is always set to the neighbours

IP

address, one of the multicast OSPF addresses, ALLSPFRouters (224.0.0.5), or

ALLDRouters (224.0.0.6). All OSPF packets begin with a standard 24byte header
as shown

area

in Figure 2.10. They include a field for OSPF version, packet type, length,

ID, checksum, authentication type, and authentication data.

There are five OSPF packet types as shown in Table 2.1. Thev are Hello packets,
t3 to

Version

# |

Type

32

Packet Length

Router lD
Area lD
C

hecksu m

AuType
Authentication

Authentication

Figure 2.10: OSPF Packet Header

database description packets, link state request packets, link state update packets,

and link state acknowledgement packets. The OSPF area ID enables the rourer to
associate a packet to the proper level of the OSPF hierarchy.

All OSPF packet types

deal with Link State Advertisements (LSAs) except the Hello

packet. The Database Description, Link State Update, and Link State Acknowledge-

Table 2 .t: OSPF P acket

ID

Typ"

I

Hello
Database
Description
Link State
Request
Link State
lJpdate
Link State
Acknowledgement

2

J
A

.lI

Purpose
Used for neighbourhood discovery and maintenance
Used to form adjacencies by passing a summary of its
LSAs to the potential adjacent router
Used to request LSAs from neighbours to update or
complete it's database
Used to transmit LSAs between routers either in
response to a link state request or to flood new LSAs
Used to acknowledge each LSA that is received to

perform reliable flooding

ment packets all carry LSAs within their payload. Link State Request packets on the

other hand are associated with LSAs by requesting them from neighbours. A brief
description of the Hello packet and LSA header are given in the following sections.
For a more detailed description of these headers and other OSPF packet types, refer

to

[1e].

The Hello Packet

An OSPF packet of type 1 is known as a Hello packet. These packets are sent
out periodically on all interfaces to establish and maintain neighbour relationships.
Through the exchange of Hello packets, a router can determine its neighbours. A
configurable parameter called the Hellolnterval is the amount of time between the
sending of two consecutive hello packets. The default for this parameter is 10 seconds.

There is another timer called the RouterDeadlnterval which plays a key role in OSPF

restoration. This timer is defaulted to 4 times the amount of the Hellolnterval value.
The RouterDeadlnterval is the amount of time that must have elapsed without seeing
a hello packet from a neighbour before a router can declare its neighbour down. The
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reason that OSPF waits for 4 missed hello packets is the same as in RiP:

to

make

certain that a failure exists before any routing calculations are performed. Although,

by default, OSPF performs better than RIP in terms of the amount of time wherein
there could be no transmission,

it still suffers from high data loss during that

time.

There needs to be mechanisms in place that can either verify a fault or reroute data

without modifying the routing table. This is addressed in Chapter

3.

The Hello packet is shown in Figure 2.11. The list of neighbours in the Hello
tJ lo
I

OSPF Packet Header

1_

Network Mask

Hellolnterval I

Options I

Router Priority

Rou te rDe ad Inte rval

Designated Fìouter
Backup Designated Router
N

eig hbou

r

Figure 2.11: Hello Packet

packet are Router iDs of each router from whom a valid Hello packet has been seen

recently (within the last RouterDeadlnterval time). By updating this neighbour list,
changes in the topology are noticed throughout the network.

Link State Advertisements
At the very center of a link state routing protocol such as OSPF, there is a distributed,
replicated database. The database describes the topology of the network. Each
router in the network will advertise its interfaces to others in the form of link state
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advertisements, or LSAs. These LSAs are distributed or flooded over the network

by a process called reliable flooding. Atl together, these LSAs form the

netr,vorl<

topology in what is called the link state database. From this database, each router
can calculate its IP routing table, which will be used to forward IP traffic.
Each OSPF router sends one or more LSAs to describe its local part of the routing

domain. All LSAs will be used to form the link state database. In order to

ensure

proper use of the LSAs, extra information is sent with the LSA in the form of

a

header. There are three components of the header that will identify an LSA. They
are the LS Type,

Link State ID and the Advertising Router fields. There are occasions

when multiple instances of the same LSA exist in the routing domain, and thus

it it

necessary to determine which one is more recent. This is accomplished by examining

the LS age, LS sequence number, and LS checksum fields. The following subsections

will give a quick overview of these fields in the Link State Advertisement header

as

shown in Figure 2.12.

Options I

LS Age

LS Type

LS ID

Advertising Router
LS Sequence Number
Ch

ecksu m

Length

Figure 2.I2: Link State Advertisement Header

LS Type Field
There are five LS types in the base OSPF specification which are categorized ac27

cording to their functions.

1. Router-LSAs: each router sends one router-LsA describing its active interfaces
and neighbours

2. Network-LSAs: this describes a network segment along with the identities of
the currently attached routers

3. Network-Summary-LSAs: used in hierarchical routing within OSPF
4. ASBR-Summary-LSAs: used in hierarchical routing within OSPF
5. AS-External-LSAs: used in hierarchical routine within OSPF
Extensions can be made to OSPF by adding new types. Routers that do not recognize
a type are not required to store or forward the LSA. This rule is maintained through

the options field.

Link State ID Field
The Link Stated ID field uniquely identifies LSAs that the originating router sends

from all other routers of the same type. This field can also carry addressing informa-

tion such as the IP address of an external reachable network in the

case

of a type

5

LSA.

Advertising Router Field
This field is set to the router ID of the originator of the LSA. Routers are permitted

to update and delete only seif-originating LSAs.
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LS Sequence Number
The LS sequence number field is used to determine which LSA is more recent
where there are two instances of the same LSA. The instance with the larger sequence

number is more recent. The meaning of larger depends on the organization of the
sequence numbers. OSPF uses a signed 32-bit value for

its sequence number. The

first originated LSA is assigned the smallest negative number (0x80000001). Upon
an update of the LSA, the sequence number is incremented by one. Eventually, the

router must roll over the sequence numbers starting at the beginning again. To get

the other routers to accept this new LSA, the originating router must first delete
the LSA with ,9-o" from the routing domain before flooding the new LSA. An LSA
is not allowed to be updated more than once every 5 seconds as configured by the
administrator. With this rule and with no errors, it would take more than 600 years
for the sequence numbers to roll over.

LS Checksum Field
This field is a computed value which depends on the contents of the data in the

LSA.

It

is used to detect data corruption within the header and the contents. It

is originally calculated by the originator of the LSA and then recalculated by the
receiver. If the checksum calculated by the receiving router does not match the value

in the checksum field, then the LSA is discarded. A router also periodically verifies
the checksums of all LSAs in its link state database to guard against hardware and
software failures of

its own. Once an LSA is originated, the

checksum

that

was

calculated will not be altered. This means that the LS Age field cannot be included
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in the checksum because the LSA Age field is modified in the flooding procedure.

LS Age Field
This field indicates the number of seconds since the LSA was originated. Under
normal circumstances, the LS Age will be between 0 and 30 minutes.
reaches 30 minutes, the originating router

If the age

will refresh the LSA by originating a new

LSA. In the event that the originating router fails, the age filed will incremenr ro
maximum value of

t

a

hour. At this time, the LSA will be deleted from the link state

database. To remove the LSA from the database, the LSA is flooded at that time

(1 hour mark). Note that

if

a router does go down, that the LSA stiil remains in

the link state database. However, this entry will not be used in routing calculations
because both sides must advertise a link before

it

can be used. Premature aging can

be used to delete a LSA from the database. This can only be done by the originating

router by setting the LSAs LS Age field to MaxAge and reflooding.

Options Field
This field can contain special instructions for the handling of LSAs during flooding

or routing calculations. The base OSPF specification only identifies 2 option bits
being used, but currently, 5 of the 8 bits have meaning as defined in RFC 2328 l.191.

Length Field
This field contains the length of the LSA, including the header, in bytes. So there
is a minimum of 20 bytes (header) to a maximum of over 65,000 bytes. Not 65535
because of the IP header.
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Link State Database
Each router as mentioned before has an identical link state database. The databases

are exchanged between neighbouring routers soon after they have discovered each

other. After the exchange, the databases will be synchronized through reliable floodine.

OSPF Routing
From the link state database, an IP routing table can be created. Typically, an
OSPF router uses Dijkstras Shortest Path First algorithm [20] to compute the shortest

path tree from itself to every other router. From this, a router will know the entire
path to every destination. However, the IP routing table only needs the next hop to
a destination. In the case of multiple paths with the same cost, OSPF will store up

to 6 of these paths.

Hierarchical Routing in OSPF
Hierarchical routing is partitioning a routing domain into smaller pieces, which

in turn are grouped into levels. OSPF uses a two level hierarchical routing
through the use of OSPF areas.

A 32-bit Area ID

scheme

uniquely identifies each area.

When an OSPF routing domain is split into subdomains, each subdomain is called an
area. The OSPF backbone area must be connected to each of the subdomains. This
backbone area is always given the Area ID of 0.0.0.0. Routing within an area is flat.

That is, each router knows about every other router and about all network

segments

that are contained in the area. Detailed knowledge about the topology of an area
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is hidden from other areas because an area router-LSAs and network-LSAs are not
flooded past the area borders. At the border on an OSPF area, there is a router called

an area border router (ABR). An ABR is a router that is connected to two or more
areâs. Using OSPF summary-LSAs, ABRs can provide information from one area to

another. ABRs advertise the addresses of their directly connected areas by sending
summary-LSAs across the backbone. Each ABR then receives these summary-LSAs
through flooding. After receiving these summary-LSAs, for each destination, an ABR
examines all the summary-LSAs and chooses the best entry to be used in the routing

table. The router then advertises these destinations to its own area in the form of
another summary-LSA.

Hierarchical Routing Advantages and Disadvantages
Hierarchical routing has many advantages in OSPF. The first is the reduction in
size of the link state database because only router and network LSAs for the area
are contained in the database. Along with the reduction in database size, there is an
accompanying reduction in the amount of network traffic needed to synchronize the

database. Aggregation at the area boundaries reduces the size of the routing tables
thereby decreasing the amount of time needed for a shortest path calculation.

The major disadvantage to hierarchical routing stems from the splitting of the
routing domains. This adds some amount of summary-LSAs to the routing calculations and database. As can be easily seen, the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages.
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2.4

Graph Theory

This section will detail some of the common terms in graph theory as it relates to
networking and the scope of this thesis. For more information into graph theory,

l24l

see

.251.

2.4.L Graphs
A graph is a pair G : (N, E), where the set N : {rr,
elements called nodes and

E

:

,tL2trLB,...}

i,

a finite set of

{et,e2,€s,...} ir a finite set of elements called

ed,ges,

where an edge is a connection between two nodes. Each edge in -E is identified by a

pair of nodes in ,^/. Graphs can be either

d,i,rected

or

und,,irected,.

A directed graph

is

a graph G such that the edges are identified by an ordered pair of nod.es, otherwise

G is undirected. Figure 2.13 depicts two graphs, one directed and one unidrected.

N = i1,...7)
E = {i1,2},{1,5},{2,1},{3,1},{3,6},{3,7},

N = {1,...,6}
E = {{1,4},{2,3},{2,5},t3,5}}

i4,2), {5,1},{5,6}, {6,3}, {7,3}, i7,4}}

(a) Undirected

(b) Directed

Figure 2.13: Example of directed and undirected graphs

ùù

2.4.2 Paths and Cvcles
AwalkinagraphG:(l/,E) isafinitesequenceW:ns,€r,TLr,€2,Í12,€3,...,ek,TLk
of alternating nodes and edges. The beginning and ending nodes are such that
andn¿ are the end nodes of edge e¿,7

1 i < k. A walk may be denoted asW

:

n¿-1

(no,nt)

with the walk being from the origin node n6 to the terminus node n¡. Figure

2.14

shows an example of a walk.

W = îuêrfì,,êrn3e5nse6n4
nu - origin
n4 - terminus

Figure 2.I4: Example of a walk in a graph

A walk W is atrail il all of its edges are distinct. A trail is open if its end nodes
are distinct; otherwise the

trail is closed. An open trail is a path if all its nodes are

distinct. Figure 2.I4 is also an open trail but not a path since the node n5 occurs
twice.

Two nodes n¿ and n¡ are said to be connected in a graph G if there exists an edge
n¿

- nj in G Yi,, j

e N. Building on this, a graph G is said to be connected if there

exists a path between every pair of nodes, otherwise

it is called a disconnected graph.

A closed trail is a cycle if all of its nodes except the origin and terminus are distinct.

An acycl'ic graph is one that contains no cycles.

A

subgraph G1 of G is a graph containing a subset of the nodes and edges that

are contained in G.
J+

2.4.3 Tbees
A connected acyclic graph is also called a tree, where any two nodes are connected
by one unique path. A subgraph G1 of G is called a tree if any two of the following
statements are true:

-

subgraph G1 is connected

- Gl has no cycles
- the number of edges in G1 is k-l
where G has n nodes and G1 has k nodes with k

(

n.

A spanning tree of graph G is a tree such that all nodes of G are contained in the
tree. This leads to a spanning tree having n

- l

edges

in

it.

An example of a tree

and a spanning tree are shown in Figure 2.15.

T = {er,eu,eui

ST = {e,,e,,eíeu}

(a) Tree

(a) Spanning Tree

Figure 2.15: Example of a tree and a spanning tree
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2.5

Summarv

Although SONET provides very fast restoration, it does not encompass Network Layer

faults. With IPv4 being widely used and the emerging IPv6, it is necessary to provide
robustness at the Network Layer.

At the Network Layer, robustness or survivabilitv

is handled by the routing protocols. These protocols do have restoration mechanisms

in place, but with ever increasing data transmission rates and exponentially increasing users, these mechanisms fall short of their intended purpose. Potentially large
amounts of data can be lost while these protocols wait to ensure the validity of a

fault. It is necessary if not essential to provide better restoration

schemes

for today's

growing networks. Chapter 3 proposes a restorable spanning tree algorithm that can

improve restoration response time.
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Chapter

S

Pnoblern Formulation for OSPF
Fl,estoration
3.1

Introduction

Both RIP and OSPF have suitable restoration mechanisms in place.

It is not nec-

essary to replace these mechanisms. Instead, these mechanisms should be enhanced

or adapted to provide better performance. The method proposed here is to have

a

two-phase restoration scheme. The first phase is to use a proposed restorable span-

ning tree algorithm when a failure is first detected. The second phase is to use the
default restoration mechanisms provided by the routing protocols. The combination

of the restoration mechanisms provides for a more robust and survivable network.
Our approach will use OSPF as the protocol for study.

JI

3.2

Fault Detection

Restoration systems at the Physical Layer respond to the loss of physical transmission
media, however, faults in IP networks are not necessarily as catastrophic. Congestion,
software failures, and equipment configuration are some examples of non-catastrophic

faults. For these types of faults, short time restoration and reconfiguration may

be

needed.

Fault detection is a major component of the restoration scheme. Having the
ability to detect and verify the validity of a fault will greatly impact the restoration
time. In OSPF, the OSPF Hello protocol is given the responsibility of detecting and
verifying faults within the network. The Hello protocol broadcasts Hello packets every

Hellolnterval on each interface of a node. If a node does not receive a Hello packet

from one of its neighbours within a timeout period called the RouterDeadlnterval,
the node assumes that its neighbour is now dead or a fault has occurred between the

two. Typically, the RouterDeadlnterval time is configured to be four times the value
of the Hellolnterval time. The reason for this is to verify that a fault is valid so that
OSPF will not perform any unnecessary calculations. Determining the validity of a

fault is necessary, but with a Hellolnterval of
seconds where communication is lost.

10 seconds, there

will be a period of 40

With ever increasing transmission speeds, the

amount of data lost within this time could be extremely high. A better approach is
needed to detect faults within the network.

One approach is to detect the loss of carrier or loss of connection between two

neighbours. Communication with lower level protocols will provide this detection
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ability which OSPF already supports. The OSPF Logical Link Down (LLDown)
flag is set when indication from lower-level protocols determine that the neighbour
connected to this interface is unreachable. With the use of this flag, immediate action

can be taken when a loss of carrier occurs.

Another approach is to start recovery procedures after the first missed Hello

packet. This method could be used for faults that are not as severe as a loss of
carrier. However, recovery after one missed Hello packet could result in unnecessary
routing calculations if the failure that caused the missed Hello packet is short lived.
This is one of the reasons why OSPF requires that no Hello packets are to be received

for the RouterDeadlnterval before declarine a fault.

Both approaches have one common issue that needs to be addressed. The

issue

is that there may be a possibility that the occurring fault is very short. In both
methods, shortest path first (spf) calculations would have taken place immediately
after the LLDown flag was set or a missed Hello packet. When the temporary fault is
resolved, another spf calculation would take place to return OSPF to its original state

before the fault occurrence. One of the most common occurrences of a temporary

fault would be an accidentally disconnected cable. OSPF has two parameters that
can be configured to help with unnecessary spf calculations.

3.2.L Adaptive SPF timers
A way of decreasing unnecessary spf calculations is to adjust timer values that

are

associated with spf calculations. There are two timers in particular, spf-holdtime and
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spf-delay. The spf-holdtime is the minimum amount of delay between two consecutive

spf calculations. The spf-delay is the amount of time in which OSPF waits before
doing an spf calculation upon receiving a notice of topology change.

If there

are many topological changes within a short time,

it

is more practical to

have a larger spf-holdtime so that only one spf calculation would be performed for a

number of topology changes. However, having a large spf-holdtime value would delay

restoration if the number of topology changes within a short time is small. Adjustment

of the spf-delay timer will vary the response time of OSPF. With a small spf-delay
time, spf calculations will occur quickly to restore the network. The downside to this
is if the fault occurring was only for a short period of time, unnecessary calculations
would have occurred.

To adjust the timers, there has to be some knowledge of the type of fault that is
occurring. Even with this knowledge,

it

doesn't give much insight as to the duration

of the fault. For the spf timers to be adaptive, a model will need to be created to
predict the time duration of the fault. This seems rather cumbersome, which leads
to our approach; two-phase restoration.

3.3 Two Phase Restoration
Our approach is to design a supervisory system which will monitor and control the
underlying routing protocol. This system will be responsible for detecting faults

within the network and taking appropriate action to handle the fault. Our approach
focused in on the restoration mechanisms after a fault has been detected. Figure 3.1
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shows how the two-phase restoration system works.

Two Phase Restoration System
Failure is
pe rs i ste

nt

Optinal Restoration

Secondary Scheme:
OSPF Restoration Mechanism

OSPF shortesl path

first calculalions

Failu re

corrected

Fast Bestoration

Primary Scheme:
Pre-Configured Routing Tables

Activate MPLS or Active
Networking to provide routing

Network
Failu re

Figure 3.1: Two Phase Restoration System

When a network failure is detected by some other means, the primary scheme is
activated providing fast restoration to the network.

If the network failure is short

lived (less than the RouterDeadlnterval Time), the primary scheme is deactivated.
This returns OSPF to it's original state before the network failure. However, for
more persistent failures, the secondary scheme is activated. This scheme is the OSPF

restoration mechanism which will calculate an optimal shortest path for the network.

The following section will give more details as to what takes place in the primary
scheme.

3.3.1 Multiple Routing

Tables

Our approach is to have routers within the network maintain preconfigured restoration

tables. In the event of failure, for example carrier loss detection or a missed Hello
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packet, we propose a mechanism to switch between the original routing table to
the restoration table. The preconfigured restoration tables and mechanism used to
switch between tables together form the primary scheme for the two-phase restoration

system. The secondary scheme would be OSPF's original restoration mechanism
which occurs after the RouterDeadlnterval time.

Two possible alternatives to handle the switching from the original routing table

to the restoration table are discussed in our approach. These two possibilities

are

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) and Active Networking. With both of these,
the restoration table will be used to route packets in the event of a failure. Since this

table is independent of the original OSPF routing table, there is no change of the
OSPF routing table. Packets will continue to be rerouted using these MPLS or active

networking until OSPF recalculates its routes to adjust for the link failure after the
specified RouterDeadlnterval

time. Integration of our approach, MPLS and active

networking with osPF will be discussed in the following chapter.

Two main benefits can be seen with our approach over that of OSPF. The first
and most important is that restoration time is greatly reduced as compared to OSPF

having to wait a predefined RouterDeadlnterval time before responding. With the

primary scheme in place, communication can be re-established quickly by activating
MPLS or active networking using the restoration table. The second benefit of reducing

the number of spf calcuiations, stems from the fact that precalculated restoration
tables are used. By using these tables, the original OSPF routing table is not modified.
Since the original OSPF routing table is unaffected by the primary scheme,

if there

was a short period of failure (less than RouterDeadlnterval), no spf calculations would
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have

to take place because OSPF did not

recognize

that there

\^/âs

a fault in the

network. The primary scheme would have handled all communications within the
network during that time. MPLS or active networking would be deactivated once the
failure is corrected and OSPF can continue normal routing operations. The problem

is determining how many additional routing tables there need to be, and the table
entries.

3.3.2 Multiple

Spanning Tbees

Let us recall what the entries in a routing table represent. Typically entries represent
the next hop along the shortest path from the source to the destination. This is not
the case for all routing protocols, but

it

is with regards to OSPF. By looking at the

network as a whole, each individual routing table will contribute a small part to the
overall routing topology.

That is to say, a complete path from source to destination can be determined
by looking at the entries in all the routing tables. Completing the path for

each

source to destination pair using the routing tables will form a set of paths that are
interconnected in some fashion. The only condition that needs to be satisfied is that

the interconnection of the paths do not form cycles, as defined in the sense of graph

theory. So, in

essence,

routing tables for a network form a connected acyclic graph

which is better known as a tree. This however is not specific enough since a tree may

not connect all the nodes in the graph. For the routing topology to be usable, all the
nodes must be in the tree, or in other words, the tree must span the entire network.
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This is commonly referred to as a spanning

tree.

A definition of a spanning tree of a network is a subnetwork that contains all the
nodes but only enough links (,n/

graph) to form a tree.

It

-

1 links, where

N

is the number of nodes in the

is noted that a spanning tree of a network can potentially

be used as a restoration path for any of the links not contained in the spanning tree.

To further clarify, since there exists a path from each node to every other node in
the network across the spanning tree, the failure of any of the links not contained in
the spanning tree would not affect data flow through the network. Therefore we cân
conclude that the links not contained in the spanning tree are restorable.

Now consider a set of spanning trees that span the network.
spanning tree that does not contain a
considered fully restorable.

link

(i,

j),

If there exists a

for all links, then the network

is

It will be assumed that all failures are considered to be

link failures affecting both arcs between the adjacent nodes. It is quite trivial to find
a set of spanning trees that meet the above condition, but we want to minimize the

number of spanning trees while still providing maximum restorability. By choosing
spanning trees to be as disjoint as possible, we are in effect restoring more links with
fewer spanning trees. This can be done by minimizing the number of times a link
appears in the set of spanning trees. The effect of this would be to load balance or
spread out the spanning trees across the network in terms of the number of times a

link is being used in the spanning tree set. Doing so would minimize the number of
spanning trees that are needed because links that have not been restored yet will be
chosen first in the creation of the next spanning tree.
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3.4

Formal Froblem Definition

The model developed in our approach is based on several assumptions. These

as-

sumptions are not too restrictive, but are reasonable. The following assumptions are
made:

- A set of nodes is eiven for the network.
- A set of arcs which specify the interconnection of the nodes is given.
- A traffic matrix specifying
-

traffic between all nodes is given.

The number of routing tables to create is known.

- All failures are considered to be links failures.
The network is modeled as a graph G
nodes

:

(N,,4), where N is a set constituting the

in the graph and A is the set of directed arcs which specify connectivity of

the nodes in ,A/. Let us define the difference between an arc and a tink. A link

(ø,

j)

represents a bidirectional connection between nodes z and 7 which is composed of two

directed arcs, (i, j) and

(j,i,). To maximize

restoration,

it

is sufficient to minimize

the number of times a link appears in the spanning tree set. Let us first define some
variables that are to be used in the formulation:

- 7 represents the number of spanning trees to create with f being the tth spanning
tree in the set of spanning trees.

- The pair (e,7) represent a link (2, j)

composed of two directed arcs from A.

- o and d represent the origin and destination
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of a path.

LeI wlt be the elements of I4l representing whether or not an arc is being used inthe
set of spanning trees, where

(

,:,

: ft'
[0,

if

Doe¡¿

Dr., ,lio > O;

otherwise.

wirh rtoid is defined as the following:

I, if link (2, j)
*1",0

:

{

is used in a route table Í

una is along the path for the od, pair;

0,

otherwise.

The objective of the algorithm is to find the rtold elements which will lead us in
determinin g the wlt components of the W

the capacity constraints

c¿¡

.

Thís is of course taking into consideration

of the network as well as the flow constraints f|,.

The problem can now be stated as follows.
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3.4.L Froblem F
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eT

(3.13)

T

(3.14)

In this formulation, Constraint 3.2 is the connectivity constraint. It states that
each node along the path for an odpair,

it is equal to 0 if it is an intermediate

AA

=¡

node,

1

if the node is the origin and -1 if the node is the destination. In other
I r,
Urrr,nr:

-1

t 0,

words:

ifi,:oi
ir ;

-

,t.

otherwise.

This connectivity constraint also satisfies the flow conservation law by guaranteeing

that all nodes must be connected in some fashion. This does not imply that the
actual capacity demand of the flow is being satisfied, but merely ensures that there
is a path for each od pair. Ensuring that the capacity demands of the flows are being
satisfied is governed by constraint 3.3.

Constraint 3.3 represents the capacity constraint of the network. The element
c¿¡

is the total available capacity of arc ('i,7) and

flowing through arc

('i,j) for routing

table

/$

is the total amount of traffic

f. In this formulation, a unit of capacity

can represent a T1 link or an OC-3 link depending on the network. For example,

if

all connections in a network used T1 links, then an arc ('i,7) with capacity B, can be
represented by 3 separate arcs

ofunit capacity spanning nodes i, and j. It is necessary

to note that although a single arc can be represented by many smaller links, it

does

not mean that there are physically more arcs spanning two nodes. The representation
is merely to provide an abstraction in dealing with the capacity constraint.
Assuming that traffic flows between all nodes, Constraint 3.4 combined with Con-

straint 3.2 guarantee that the network will be configured in a spanning tree. If the
network was not a spanning tree, then the connectivity constraint will be violated
and consequently, a routing table can not be generated from a network topology that

contains cycies.

Constraints 5 through 8 define the relation between the decision variables rtold and

w!,. The definition of w!, can be restated as the following non-linearity:

:1 - ll(1 "iio),
od

wl¡

Yi,

i e A,vt e T-

(3.1b)

This is very similar to an lf-Then constraint [26] in integer programming, where

if

one constraint is satisfied, then the other constraint must be satisfied. Using this

approach, definition 3.15 can be restated as Constraints 3.5 through 3.8, where y € 0,1
and

M is equal to the number of possible origin destination
M < lNl. l¡/

pairs.

- 1l

Looking at Constraint 3.7, for the left-hand side of the constraint to be positive (an

arc (i,,7) is being used by an od pair),
conclusion Lhat

wlo: 1 from Constraints

En¿o

must be equal to

0.

This leads to the

3.5 and 3.6, that is

w!,-1<o+w!,<7
"J

úJ-

-

7-wtrr)0=+wtrr)L
oJ"J-

If the left-hand side of Constraint
pair), then the value of

got

3.7 is 0 (arc (e,7) is not being used

by

any od

must be 1. This leads to the following two equations from

Constraints 3.5 and 3.6:

w!, 12

w!,<0
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From these two equations, wt,ris less than or equal zero. To force equality, Constraint
3.8 is used. These four constraints (3.5 to 3.8) change the nonlinear constraint 3.15

to a set of linear constraints.
For the flow variable
eo¿

"

f!¡,it

can be defined as stated

is specified by the traffic matrix

E.

in Constraint 3.10, where

The traffic matrix is a square n x n (where

: lNl) matrix, with each element representing the average amount of traffic flowing

from node

z

to node 7.

There is one question left unanswered, and that is with regards to the value of

T. T represents the number of routing
chosen

tables that are needed.

If the value of T

is

to be too small (less than the minimum), then maximum restorability will not

be achieved. On the other hand, if the value of

?

is chosen to be large (greater than

the minimum), then there will be unnecessary routing tables created.
Some results that were obtained from this integer programming problem are discussed in the following chapter.

3.5

Flestorable Spanning Tree Algorithm Heuristic

With the size of the integer programming problem increasing exponentially with respect to the number of nodes, the computation time needed to compute the optimal

solution also increases exponentially. Although our approach is designed to minimize
real time computation, faster computation is always preferred.

that a heuristic algorithm is proposed

as an

It

is for this reason

alternative to compute the spanning trees.

This section will discuss the Restorable Spanning Tree Algorithm (RSTA) heuristic
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with no implementation details.
The RSTA heuristic takes advantage of the fact that we âre looking for multiple
spanning trees. With this knowledge,

it is possible to code an algorithm that can

iteratively solve the problem, whereas the integer problem computes the spanning
trees in parallel. From this iterative solution, the RSTA will compute the minimum

number of routing tables, 7, that are needed. This is more efficient than the integer
program where the value of

not. To determine if the

?

it is minimal or

is chosen without knowing whether

chosen

? is minimal, the integer program

multiple times with varying values of

7 until

At a high level, the algorithm first

must be solved

restoration is maximized.

creates a spanning tree for the network. This

spanning tree would restore all the edges that are not contained in

it.

Another way

of saying this is that this spanning tree contains all the edges that still have to be
restored. The objective now is to create an additional spanning tree that does not
use â,ny edges

from the first spanning tree. If this is the case, then only two spanning

trees are needed to restore the complete network from single edge failures.
possible to find two disjoint spanning trees, then

If it is not

it is necessary to use edges from the

first spanning tree to create the second one. This process continues until all edges are
restored in the network. With each new spannning tree created, different edges from

the first spanning tree are used. Eventually, the algorithm will converge either by
restoring all the edges, or reaching a saturation level in which maximum restorability
is reached in the network. The case studies presented later in this chapter will further

clarify and provide more insight into the heuristic.

With the knowledge that a single spanning tree restores all edges that are not in
rJl

the spanning tree,

Let graph

G¿:

(N¿,,Ð¿) represent a network

for iteration z, where

,n/¿

is the set of

nodes in the network and E¿ be the set of remaining edges in the network.

Es are equal to the set l/ and

,Ð respectively. Each spanning tree

for iteration z, is stored in M¿. Variable

ft

l/o

and

that is calculated

is the set of restored links with Ro

: {}.

Variables SG¡ and SM¡ represent subnetworks and their corresponding spanning tree

respectively. Finally, the variable

?

is the number of spanning trees that have been

created.

The Restorable Spanning Tree Algorithm (RSTA) heuristic is as follows.

:0

1. set 'i:0,7

2.

Mo:

spanning tree of G6

3.7:T+I
4.h:Eo-Mo
5.Ær:Eo-Mo
6. Find

Mt:

spanning tree of

Gi if

possible

7. if Mr exists

(")

T:T

(b)

nr:Rt*(Eo-M)

+1

(c) 2 disjoint spanning trees found, terminate
8.

else the graph has been subdivided

into smaller subgraphs
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(u) For each subgraph ,SGr.,

(b)

find it's spanningftee SM¡

'i:i,*7,7:T+7

(.) Choose links from previous Mn,k
the subgraph

S

(

z spanning trees, such as

to connect

M¡ to complete a spanning tree for G¿. The links are chosen

such that the number of times an edge is used in the spanning tree set are
as low as possible.

(d)

E¿+t:

(.)

R¿+t:R¿+(Eo-M)

rf) if (Ai+1

E¿

::

-

M¿

Eo) then

i. all links are restored,
(g)

else

if (Ër+1 ::

i. Maximum
(h)

terminate

Ë¿) then

restoration reached, terminate

else revert back

to G1 and go to step 8(b)

After initialization, the algorithm starts by computing a spanning rree, Ms, of
the graph G6. Steps 4 and 5 update the edges that remain in the graph, 81, and
the currently restored edges, R1.

If

a spanning tree can be created from G1, then

the algorithm will terminate because two disjoint spanning trees have been created,
thereby restoring all links.

If a second spanning tree could not be created, then graph

G1 is not a connected

graph. In other words, the graph has been divided into multiple subgraphs. Step 8(c)
connects these subgraphs together using edges from previous spanningtrees(M¡,k <
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z). The

edges

from the previous spanning trees are selected in a way as to minimize

the number of times the edge is used in the spanning tree set. This can be easily
done by associating a counter value with each of the edges in the graph.
Steps 8(d) and 8(e) are used to update the edges and remaining edges of the graph.

The next couple of steps of the algorithm cover the termination criterion. The first
possible termination criterion is that all links are restored with the current number

of spanning trees. This is accomplished in step 8(f) by testing the equivalence of the
restoration set

-B¿

with the original set of edges .E6. The second possibility is that

the network is not fully restorable, in which case -R¿ is equivalent to -R¿-1. Finally,

if any of the termination criterion

are not satisfied, the algorithm continues at step

8(a) with the remaining edges E¿ forming a new graph

3.6

G¿: (N,

E¿).

Summarv

Network failures come in a variety of flavours and having the ability to detect and
correct them are mandatory for any robust network. This chapter detailed the for-

mulation for the integer programming problem that will provide for fast restoration
of single link failures. Our approach in handling these failures is composed of a two

step process. The first step is to have a set of preconfigured routing tables that
can be used for fast restoration prior to OSPF's restoration mechanism. This first
step provides connectivity for the network during short outages without any unnecessary routing table calculations. For more prolonged network failures, our approach

provides communication between nodes during OSPF's RouterDeadlnterval time.
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The solution to the integer programming problem provides an optimal set of span-

ning trees that can be used as preconfigured routing tables. With the size of the
problem growing exponentially with respect to the number of nodes a heuristic is
proposed

to speed up computation. The following chapter will discuss the results

that were obtained from the integer program
done with respect to restoration.

(J(J

as

well as other experiments that were

Chapter

4

Cornputational Results and
Experirnents
4.t

Introduction

This chapter discusses some of the results that were obtained through solving the
integer programming problem for numerical examples.

It

also provides a case study

for the Restorable Spanning Tree Algorithm (RSTA) heuristic. This chapter also
discusses some other experiments

4.2

that were performed with respect to restoration.

Integer Program Solution

The integer program as discussed in Chapter 3, was solved using an implicit enumer-

ation algorithm package called "opbdp" [27]. This package was specifically designed
for solving linear 0-1 optimizatron problems with integer coefficients.
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4.2.L

Spanning Tree Generator

The opbdp software package is a generalization of the Davis-Putnam enumeration
method for linear pseudo-Boolean inequalities. This is essentially a logic-based im-

plicit enumeration technique. For more information concerning the generalization
and implicit enumeration see [26] [28].

The package was used as a means of solving the integer programming problem

without looking into efficiency and speed of the computation, where efficiency refers

to the speed and size of the problem itself. Further experiments would have to

be

done to improve the overall computation time while using this package as well

as

testing other software packages. Aside from actual computation time, changes in the

formulation could be done to reduce the size of the problem, thereby reducing the
computation time. This is discussed in Chapter

6.

The opbdp package requires that all constraints to the optimization problem be

written out explicitly, which is very time consuming with larger problems. The Spanning Tree Generator (STG) software is a front end to the opbdp package.

It

provides

a graphical user interface that allows users to draw a network diagram. From this
diagram, STG can either create the configuration file to be read by opbdp, or execute
opbdp on the diagram to produce the set of spanning trees. A screenshot of STG is
shown in Figure 4.1 with two spanning trees generated.

STG is implemented in Java using the Java Software Developer'sKit 7.2.2 (SDK)

running on a Linux Platform. With the opbdp package being available for many

¿I

Figure 4.1: Spanning Tree Generator Screenshot

platforms, Java was chosen because of its platform independent capabilities.

4.2.2 Computational

Results

This section discusses some of the results that were obtained using STG and the
opbdp package. The example network used

\Ã/as

a six node network connected in

various configurations to illustrate certain scenarios that may arise. These example
networks are shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure a.2@) is configured in a ring topology which will require the number of
spanning trees be equal to the number of links in the network. For this example, the
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Figure 4.2: Example Networks

value is six. Since

I¡/l

-

1

links are required for a spanning tree, only one link can be

restored for each spanning tree. This topology

will require the most spanning trees

for full restoration capability.
Figure 4.2(b) is configured such that only two spanning were required for full

restoration. To generalize, any fully connected network with the number of

nodes

greater than three will require only two spanning trees for full restoration. Figure

4.2(b) is an optimal network topology requiring only 2

x (lN - 1l) arcs, which is

exactly the minimum number of links needed for two spanning trees.
Figure a.2@) will require more than two spanning trees for full restoration because

it

doesn't contain at least Z x

does not contain at least Z
needed for

(ll/l -

l) links.

It

is sufficient to say that if a network

x (llfl - 1) Iinks, then

more than two spanning trees are

full restorability. However, a network having Z x (llf l - 1) or more links

does not imply

that only two spanning trees are needed for full restorability. In the

case of Figure 4.2(c), three spanning trees are needed
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for full restoration.

Figure 4.2(d) illustrates the case where a network is not fully restorable. It's
easily seen that link (3,5) is needed for all spanning trees that are created for this
network. In this case full restorability can not be reached, but maximum restorabilitv
is achieved with three spanning trees.
Table 4.1 gives a comparison between these network topologies. For a network
Table 4.1: Comparison between different network topologies
Network

Minimum

Trees

Single Link

Double Link

Restoration

Restoration

A

180

o

100y

0%

B

20

2

rc0%

44.4%

C

58

,)

700Y

32.7%

D

66

.)
tJ

85.7(max)%

143%

with six nodes and 20 arcs(lO links), the optimal value for full restoration would be

20

(10 arcs per spanning tree). This is achieved with network B. With a ring topology,

network A required six spanning trees to reach full restoration with a minimum objective function value at 180. This suggests that network topology plays a significant
role in restoration.

Although the integer programming problem was not formalized to account for
double links failures,

it

does restore some double links failures. Consider, tr to be the
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number of links in the network and

l/

to be the number of

¿-(¡/-1) : ff of links restored

('-'i - ')) : ff
(Ð : ff
l¿-(N-1)\
\21

--6- --

by one spanning

nodes.

tree

of double link failures recovered by one spanning
of possible double links

(4.1)

tree

(4.2)

failures

(4.3)

% of double link failures recovered by one spanning

tree

(4 4)

(:)

-0

(4 5)

(;)

-0

(4.6)

For multiple spanning trees, equation 4.4 can be generalized to

l¿-(N-1)\

+*Q.:%ofdoublelinkfaiIuresrecoveredbyonespanningtree

(4 7)

l;)

t:

1T

j- \-

o,

14 R'l

-l -e)

(4 e)

(Ð7-

oo: (N

\2)

where, a¿ is the disjoint factor for spanning tree
and

'i,T is the number of spanning

trees,

p is smallest number of links that this spanning tree has in common with

any

other spanning tree. The term o represents the disjoint factor for all spanning trees.
Note that the summation in equation 4.8 is overi

:

2 \o

7, not i, : r. From

these

equations, the percentage of double link failures that can be restored is calculated
and shown in Table 4.1. Chapter 6 will propose some changes that could be done to
provide better restoration for double link failures.
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4.3

R,STA F{euristic Case Studv

As mentioned in the previous section, there are three possible cases that can occur.
The simplest case is when only two spanning trees are needed for full restoration.
The second case deals with the situation where the network is divided after removing
the links from the first spanning tree thereby requiring more than two spanning trees.

Finally, there is the case wherein the network is not fully restorable.
This case study will provide an illustration of how the RSTA algorithm executes.
The purpose here is to help readers understand the algorithm. The study will

use

three of the example networks shown previously in Figure 4.2, one to illustrate each
case.

4.3.L

Case 1: Two Disjoint Spanning TYees

The first case is the simplest of the three.

It

occurs when after computing the first

minimal spanning tree, the remaining links also span the network nodes. This leads
to full restorability with just two spanning trees.

Using the notation from the description of the RSTA algorithm in Chapter
Figure a.3(a) shows the initial graph G6

initial values. Recall that

E¿

:

(l/, E6) with Eo and

-R6

3,

being set to their

is the set of remaining links in the network as spanning

trees are created therefore E6 is equal to all the links in the network since no spanning
trees have been created yet.

with

,Ro

-R¿

is the set containing the links that have been restored,

being equal to a null set.
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E0 =

{(1,2),(1,5),(2,3),(2,5),(2,6),

Mo = {(

(3,4),(3,5), (3,6), (4,6), (s,6))

1,2),(2,3),(2,5),(3,4)(3,6)}

Ro=i]
(a)

(b)

{(1,5),(2,6),(3,5),(4,6),(5,6)}

M1 =

Rl = i(1,5),(2,6),(3,5),(4,6),(5,6)]

R2 =

E1 =

{(1'5)'(2'6)'(3'5)'(4'6),(5,6)}
{(1'2)'(1'5)'(2'3),(2,5),(2,6),
(3,4), (3,5), (3,6), (4,6), (5,6)]

(d)

(c)

The RSTA algorithm starts by creating a spanning tree of $aph Go, Mo shown in
Figure 4.3(b). Calculatilg Et. and R1 leads to the graph G1 shown in Figure a.B(c).
The RSTA algorithm continues by finding a spanning ftee Ml for graph Gr. With two

disjoint spanning trees found, the algorithm is complete providing futl restorability

with the minimum amount of trees possible. This is not always the situation

as

discussed in case 2 of the case studv.

4.3.2

Case 2:

Multiple Spanning Tbees Needed

The second case, occurs when a second spanning tree can not be found directly from
the remaining links. This is because, the graph has been divided into subgraphs after
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removing the links of the first spanning tree. The first three diagrams of Figure 4.4

Eo =

{(1,2),(1,5),(2,s),(2,6),
(3,4), (3,5), (4,6), (5,6)]

Mo =

Ef = {(1,5),(4,6),(5,6)}

{(1,2),(2,3),(2,6),(3,4),(3,5)}

R, = {(1,5),(4,6),(5,6)}

Ro=i)
(a)

(b)

(c)

Mf = {(1,2),(1,5),(3,4),(4,6),(5,6)}

M2 =

R, = {(1,5),(2,3),(2,6),(3,5),

R3 =

{(1,5),(2,6),(3,5),(4,6),(5,6)}

E¡={}
{(1'2)'(1'5)'(2'3)'(2'6),
(3,4), (3,5), (4,6), (5,6)]

(4,6), (5,6)]

(d)

(e)
Figure 4.4: RSTA Heuristic: Case

(f )

2

are determined in the same fashion as was done for case 1. Notice that graph G1 in
Figure

a. þ) is no longer a connected

graph but can be considered as three subgraphs.

Nodes 2 and 3 would be their own subgraphs while the remaining nodes would create

the third subgraph.
Step 8(b) of the RSTA algorithm is to find the spanning trees of these subgraphs.

With a simple network such as this one, the spanning trees of the subgraphs are the
subgraphs themselves. The following step in the algorithm is

to

choose links from

previously calculated spanning trees to connect the spanning trees of the subgraphs.
Doing so leads to the graph G2 shown in Figure 4.4(d). After calculating the values
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for E2 and .R2, the algorithm checks to see if all the links have been restored (RSTA

step 8(f)) or

if

maximum restoration for the graph has been reached (RSTA step

g(S)) Since neither of these cases are satisfied, the algorithm reverts back to graph
G1, ând chooses different links to connect the spanning trees of the subgraphs.
Spanning tree M2 is created and after calculatingA3, condition

(/) of RSTA step

8 is satisfied meaning thai all links are restorable and the program terminates.

4.3.3

Case 3:

Not F\rllv Restorable Network

The third and final case occurs when the network is not fullv restorable. That is to
say that the network does not have sufficient redundancy and a single link failure will

make some hosts unreachable by others.

\
@
Eo =

{(1,2),(1,5),(2,5),(3,4),

M0 =

(3,5), (3,6), (4,6))

E, = {(1,5),(3,4)}
R, = {(1,5),(3,4)i

{(1,2),(2,5),(3,5),(3,6),(4,6)}

Ro={}
(a)

(b)

(c)

@

\
\

@

Ml = {(1,2),(1,5),(3,4),(3,s),(4,6)}

M, = {(1,5),(2,5),(3,5),(3,4),(3,6)}

Es={}
R, = {(1,2),(1,5),(2,5),(3,4),

R, = {(1,5),(2,s),(3,4),(3,6)}
(d)

(3,6), (4,6)]

(e)

Figure 4.5: RSTA Heuristic: Case 3
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(f)

Without going into great detail, the RSTA algorithm executes as in
shown in Figure 4.5.

Mo,

Mt,

case 2

up

as

At this point, three spanning trees have already been created,

and M2, and the algorithm has already reverted back to G1. The next step is

to find another spanning tree, M3, by using different links from the previous spanning
trees to connect the subgraphs. This is done and shown in Figure a.6(a). Calculating

the values for

-R3,

condition 8(9) of the RSTA algorithm is satisfied. With no change

in the number of links that have been restored from the previous iteration of the
algorithm, the algorithm terminates having reached maximum restoration.

@

\
M, = {(1,2),(2,5),(3,5),(3,6),(4,6)}

Er={}
R, = {(1,2),(1,5),(2,5),(3,4),
(3,6

(a)

),

(4,6)]
(b)

Figure 4.6: RSTA Heuristic: Case 3

4.4 Additional Restoration Experiments
This section will look at some software and some experimental tests that were done

with the OSPF protocol. The experimental test network consisted of Windows NT
Servers running Routing and Remote Access Service [29] (RRAS), Cisco 3640 Router

with IOS 11.3, and Linux routers. The OSPF protocol running on the NT

based

routers was developed by Bay Networks and bundled with RRAS. The Linux routers
bC)

used an implementation developed by The Merit GateD Consortium [30].

These

router were connected in various topologies for testing.

4.4.L

OSPF Network Monitor

The OSPF network monitor [31] currently resides on a Windows NT Server and
monitors all OSPF packets it receives.

It

logs all information to the main window as

well as keeping track of statistics on the number and from where they are received.
The OSPF network monitor specifically targets the Hello packets, keeping track of
inter-arrival times. If for any reason a Hello packet is missed, a warning is issued and

the monitor contacts other monitors within the network to verifv the missed Hello

packet. This type of verification can be used to validate a network fault so that
appropriate action can be taken to rectify

it.

would reconfigure the protocol online by using

However, due

a,

Initially, the OSPF network monitor
command line utility called routemon.

to a bug in the routemon software, on the fly configuration of the

protocol has not been implemented in the network monitor. Online configurations
have been done using a Cisco 3640 router as described

4.7 shows the OSPF network monitor

in the next section. Figure

in operation as it

gathers and logs OSPF

information.

4.4.2

OSPF Cost Metric

An initial concept for improving OSPF restoration time was to dynamically configure
the cost parameter to force OSPF to recalculate its routing tables by using a Super-
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l 3s: Askmg router I 3Z. l b8. l.l 22 lor slðtus @ router
19s: Router 192.168.5.1 missed ô l-lello oècket
0h 1 7m 49s: New ¡oute table enlry for 1 92.1 68.5.1
l0h 1 6m 53s: Got LSA pðcket from 192.168.'1.120
l0h 16m 53s: Got LSA packet fr0m 192.168.1.122
l0h 16m 52s: Got Hello pècket lrom 192.168.1.1æ
l0hl6m51s: GolHelloDècketfr0m192.168.4.3
I 0h 1 6m 51 s: Got Hello oècket fom 1 92.1 68.5.3
0h l6m 51 s: Got Hello packet from lS2.168.1.122
1 0h ì6m 51 s: Gol LSU packet f¡om 192.168.1.7
1 0h 16m 5l s: Got LSA oècket fom'192.168. 1.122
0h 16m 5ls: Gol LSU pècket lrom 192.1 68.1.7
0h 16m 5ls: Got Dalabèse Description pðcket írom 192.168.1.7
0h 1 6m 5l s: Gol LSB pèckel from 192.1 68.1.7
I

Figure 4.7: OSPF Network Monitor

visory system. In the event of a network failure on a particular interface, the cost
parameter for that interface would be reconfigured to be an arbitrarily high number
such

that it wouldn't be chosen in the shortest path first (spf) algorithm. In this

experiment, a missed Hello packet wâs considered to be a network failure and recon-

figuration would occur immediately after. With an spf-delay of five seconds and an
off the wall time reading, the results shown in Figure 4.8 were as expected.

The figure depicts two graphs, one for the original OSPF restorâtion and one for

the Supervisory system. It's important to note that the y-axis serves to represent

that a connection exists. Any connection value greater than zero indicates that

a

connection exists. The fact that the supervisory graph appears lower than the OSPF

graph has no meaning in this case.
The figure shows connection loss at about the 10 second mark. The OSPF Routing

Experimental Response Times

N

NSó
Ndo

N@SV@N

NO

rjois@ññ
oosoÐ

T¡m e

Figure 4.8: Dynamic Cost Reconfiguration

graph re-established connection 40 seconds later, which is after the RouterDeadln-

terval time has elapsed. As expected, the Supervisory system re-establishes communication 15-16 seconds after the fault occurred. 10 seconds accountins for the
Hellolnterval time, and 5 seconds accounting for the spf-delay time.

Although this result was expected, the actual experiment had many benefits.

An obvious benefit is the configuration and operation of the OSPF protocol

across

multiple platforms. Experience gained from this can not be acquired from reading
about the protocol. Another benefit comes in terms of the spf-timers and unnecessary

routing spf calculations. This experiment brought to our attention the role that the
spf-timers play in the overall restoration mechanism as well as the effects of short lived

network failures causing unnecessary spf calculations. These issues were addressed in
the previous chapter.
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4"5

Summarv

This chapter covered some of the computational results that were obtained by solving the integer programming problem using the opbdp package. Although the test
network was small,

it is more than sufficient to prove and test the formulation of the

integer problem. Although the optimal solution is always desired, there are situations

where a near optimal solution is considered to be better considering the trade offs
involved. This near optimal solution is provided in terms of an algorithm that takes
advantage of the structure of the problem.

For these solutions to be useful, there needs to be an implementation of them

in an actual networking environment. The following chapter discusses issues related
with the implementation of the two-phase restoration system and also includes
background concerning the technologies involved.
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some

Chapter

5

ïrnplemerltation Issu es
5"

1

trntroduction

Issues pertaining to the implementation of the two-phase restoration system are discussed

in this chapter. Multi-Protocol Label Switching [34] (MPLS) and Active Net-

working are proposed as potential technologies that can be used to implement the
restoration system. Due to the young age of these technologies, there are a lot of
outstanding issues concerning their own implementations. This chapter will not discuss implementation issues of MPLS or active networking,

but will refer readers to

other sources. The focus will be placed on how the two-phase restoration system,
MPLS, active networking, and OSPF will function as a whole to provide fast restora-

tion. To get readers acquainted with these technologies, a brief introduction to
technology is presented.
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5.2
5.2.L

Multiprotocol T,abel Switching
Introduction

In MPLS a short fixed-length label is used to represent an IP packet's header. In
traditional networks, packets must be processed to determine the destination address
at every router or node along the path in the network. This is known as hop-by-hop

routing. MPLS on the other hand will encapsulate the IP packets with iis label when
the packet first arrives into an MPLS routing domain. The MPLS edge router will
look at the information in the IP header and select an appropriate label for

it.

An

advantage to this is that the label selected by the MPLS edge router can be based

on more than just the destination address in the IP header. This is in contrast to
conventional IP routing, where the destination address will determine the next hop

for the packet. All subsequent routers in the MPLS domain will then forward the
packet based on the label not the IP header information. Then, as the labeled packets

exit the MPLS domain, the edge router through which

it

is leaving will remove the

label.

The routers or nodes in MPLS are called Label Switched Routers (LSRs). There
are two categories of LSRs: MPLS edge routers and the core LSRs. MPLS edge

routers are routers that connect an MPLS domain to a router that is outside the

domain. A router that is outside the domain can mean either the router does not
support MPLS, and/or the router is in a different domain. Edge routers are classified
as either ingress or egress where an MPLS ingress router handles

traffic as it enters an

MPLS domain and MPLS egress routers handle traffic as it leaves an MPLS domain.
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5.2.2 Label Switching
There are three important distinctions between label switching and conventional rout-

ing as shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Distinctions
II5 bet
UCLWECIT CUIIVCIITIOIIAI
ti
Conventional Routins
Full IP Header Analysis Every node
Uni/Multicast Support Multiple complex
forwarding algorithms
Routing decisions Based on address only

I'OU

a nd Iab e

wtitchiIN

Label Switching
Once at network edge
One forwarding
algorithm required
Based on any number of
parameters, such as QoS,
VPN membershio

*Takenfrom..MultiprotocolLabeISwitching(MPLS)',Te@

One important point

to make note of is that

label-based forwarding is meant to

complement conventional routing, not to replace

it. A label can simply be thought

of as a short hand notation for a packet header. This label is generated at the
ingress node and is used by the core LSRs in their forwarding decisions. The value

of the label usually changes at each LSR in the path as the incoming label is looked

up and swapped for another. From this we can
between neighbouring nodes.

neighbouring nodes even

see

that labels only have meaning

With this, MPLS can be used to forward data between

if no other nodes on the network support MPLS. We can

also see that when MPLS is used between more than two nodes, operations between

neighbouring nodes are independent from any other pair of nodes.
Forwarding of packets proceeds as follows: a core LSR will receive a labeled packet,

extract the label, and then use it âs an index into the forwarding table. This will
l.]

provide the LSR with a new outgoing label that will be added to the packet. The
packet is then sent out the LSRs outgoing interfaces that are specified by the label.

The forwarding table can be implemented at either the node level or at the interface
level.
Once a labeled packet leaves the core of an MPLS domain, the egress router would

simply remove the label to forward packets on an unlabeled interface.

A control component is responsible for creating label bindings, binding

between

a label and routes. These bindings then have to be efficiently distributed to the
other LSRs. When a label is assigned,

it

involves the allocation and binding of the

label. There are three methods of label assignment as defined by the MPLS WG,
topology based control traffic driven, request based control traffic driven or data

traffic driven. Topology driven schemes assign labels when routing protocol control
traffic is received. Request driven schemes respond to request based control traffic.
Data traffic assignment will assign labels at an LSR when data traffic is received.

5.2.3 Label Distribution
The labels that are used in MPLS need to be distributed among the MPLS domain
routers so that proper routing may take place. LSRs in a domain acquire the labels
through several label distribution methods.

Explicit Label Distribution
The MPLS WG is developing a protocol called the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP)
which will incorporate some of the already existing proprietary solution such as TDP
7,1
t=

(Tag Distribution Protocol: Cisco), ARIS (Aggregate Route-based IP Switching:

IBM), and FANP (Flow Attribute Notification Protocol: Toshiba) [35]. Label distribution must ensure that LSRs receiving labeled packets know what to do with the
packet. A question arises as to which LSR allocates the label. There are a few methods for label allocation. Downstream label allocation is where labels are assiqned or
allocated by the downstream LSR. The downstream LSR is the LSR that is receivinq

the data and using the label to index a switching table.
downstream LSR to allocate the label because

it

It

is most natural for the

is the node that uses the label to

make forwarding decisions. After all labels have been allocated, the downstream LSR

will distribute the labels and bindings to all its neighbours. The other alternative
to downstream label allocation is upstream label allocation is where the labels

are

allocated by the upstream LSR. In this case, the LSR allocating the label is different

from the LSR that is to use the label as an index. One point to mention is that the
label referred to in this section is not the one used as an index into the switching
table but rather the resulting label of table lookup. Both of these methods allocate
Iabels at every LSR in the MPLS domain. An alternative to this is to have a unique

label within an MPLS domain that would onlv have to be allocated once.

Piggybacking on Other Control Messages
The previous section discussed the MPLS LDP protocol, but there are several protocols (OSPF, BGP, and RSVP) already in existence that can be modified to distribute

labels in MPLS. What is interesting about this is that these protocols already have
the underlying mechanisms that are needed for label distribution because they are the
l

r,t

same mechanisms used for distributing routing or control information. Piggybacking

is to use these mechanisms to distribute the labels without having to create a new

distribution protocol. The problem arises as to how the labels are to be allocated
and what will result

if an invalid label has been received. For the

label values, refer to the

issue of acceptable

|-34].

Reliability
A concern that rises when discussing label distribution is the reliability. If the labels
can not be distributed reliably to all LSRs, then problems will be encountered, such
as

invalid labels or routing loops. The reliability of labet distribution will depend on

the forwarding components of L2 and L3 as well as the routing protocol operation.
For the case where label distribution is using the piggybacking method,

it

can be

said that the reliability of the label distribution is the same as the reliability of the

routing protocol

it

is piggybacking on. In the case where LDP is used, reliability

could possibly be accomplished by using a reliable transport protocol such as TCP
or by building features for reliable transfer within LDP itself.

5.2.4 Hierarchical operation
Networks are naturally divided into different levels or hierarchies. For example. in
OSPF, there exists a two level hierarchical structure. The first level is the routing
between routers within an ârea and the second level would be the routing between
âreâs. With the use of label stack, MPLS allows for hierarchical operation.
For example [3a], consider the scenario in the figure below. There are three routing

domains (Domain

#I, #2, and f3).

these three domains (router

R9 and R10 for domain

The domain boundary routers are shown for

Rl and R2 for domain #1, R3 and R8 for domain ff2, and

f3).

Lets assume that these boundary routers are running

BGP. The internal routers are also shown for domain

ffZ

depicting a path through

R4, R5, R6, and R7 between the boundary routers R3 and R8.
We can see that there are two distinct levels of routing taking place. For example,
routers R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, and R8 are running OSPF within domain ft2 to compute

internal routes. The domain boundary routers R1, R2, R3, R8, R9, and R10 operate
BGP to compute routes between routing domains. MPLS hierarchical routing can be
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Routing with MPLS

used here at the BGP level between the domain boundary routers and at the OSPF

level between the routers within domain

it will

ff2.

So as a packet traverses domain ff2,

contain two labels, encoded in a label stack. Routers R3 and R8 witl use the

higher level label that would be encapsulated in a header containing the lower level
label used within domain #2.

6.2.5 Explicit Routing
There are two ways in which route selection can take place: hop by hop routing and

explicit routing. Explicit routing is where the LSP (Label Switch Path) is determined
by a single node rather than by each node along the path as in hop by hop routing.
This single node is usually the ingress or egress LSR. Explicit routes in MPLS have

to be specified when labels are assigned to the packets.
Establishing a point to point explicit route requires that the LDP (Label Distri-

bution Protocol) packets used to set up ihe LSP contain the explicit route. From this
we can conclude that the LSP is established in order either form the ingress LSR to

the egress LSR or vice-versa. The explicit route can be chosen in two ways: 1) bV
configuration and 2) bV using a routing protocol. The first option, by configuration,
means that the explicit route can be configured by the administrator or by a central-

ized server. The second way to express an explicit route uses the routing protocol.
The routing protocol would allow for the ingress and egress nodes to know the entire
LSP. This implies that a link state routing protocol (e.g. OSPF) is to be used in

which the topology of the network is node to all nodes of the network. The other
option is a path vector routing protocol such as BGP.

5.3

Active Networking

An active network is an architecture in which customized applications are executed
in the network. There are generally three main components that make up the active
network, a set of active nodes, active applications, and active packets. The set of
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active nodes does not comprise all of the nodes in the network, there could be nonactive nodes as well. These components work together in the network by transporting

data and/or code encapsulated in active packets between nodes in the network. The
active nodes in the network would then use the data to be processed

in an active

application or execute the code that was received.

With this architecture, active networì<ing has several potential benefits. The first
one is

in the area of new services. By separating the services from the underlying

infrastructure, it is possible for new services to be deployed incrementally. The second
benefit is the customization of services for different applications. Users can implement
a custom service for an application tailored to their needs. Although communication,

not computation, is the main function of the active network,

it

is possible to use the

computational power within the network to our advantage [36] [37].
For these benefits to be realized, there needs to be

a, \May

for users to direct their

packets to a particular application on the active node. This is provided by the Active

Network Encapsulation Protocol(ANEP). ANEP is a mechanism that can be used to

transport active network data over different media. The proposed format allows the
use of existing network

5.3.1 Active

infrastructure over the link layer.

nodes

An active node can be decomposed into two components that specify where active
applications execute and communication wiih the operating system. The first component is the NodeOS. The NodeOS provides resource management for the active
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node and functionality to the execution environment, which is the second compo-

nent. An active node can potentially contain multiple execution environments which
are all managed by the NodeOS. These execution environments provide an interface

or virtual machine that can be managed and controlled by directing active packets
to them.

6.3.2 Active Applications
An active application is a program that can implement customized services for enduser applications. Active applications are executed by the virtual machine of a par-

ticular execution environment. The applications can either be stored locally on the
active node or demand downloaded into the node when an active packet arrives requesting a particular application. Active applications can be used for many different

tasks. Some examples are for congestion control and providing reliable multicast.

5.3.3 Active

Packets

Active packets are network packets that carry an active network frame. Active packets
can be used for a variety of tasks. The first and most obvious is to provide service for

the end-user by executing specific active applications within the network. Another
important responsibility of active packets is the ability to carry active applications in
their payload. When an active node receives an active packet requesting service to

a

particular application, the active node can send out a request for the application to
the previous active node. The previous node would then encapsulate the application
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in an active packet a send

it

across the network. In this way, active applications can

be dynamically loaded into the active node by the exchange of active packets.

5.3.4 Active Network Encapsulation Protocol
The active network encapsulation protocol is used to encapsulate active data for
transmission between active nodes in the network. The main reason for ANEP is to
provide standardization for active packets. Active nodes must be able to quickly and
uniquely identify the execution environment active packets are directed

to. With a

standard ANEP header, this is easily achieved. An ANEP header can also provide
options for default processing when a desired active application is unavailable. An

option could be to just forward the active packet to the next node or dynamically
download the application.

The format of the ANEP header is shown in Fieure 5.2. Details of each field are
Version #
ANEP Header Lenoth

ANEP Packet Lenoth

Payload

Figure 5.2: ANEP Header

described in the active network encapsulation protocol RFC draft
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[a31.

5.3.5 Active Networking Implementations
This section quickly discusses three of the current implementations of active networl<-

ing. There are undoubtedly more implementations which will help to either prove or
..:

disprove active networking as a technology for future networks. For further informa-

tion pertaining to each of these implementations,

see

the related citations.

Components

-

capsule: A capsule replaces the traditional network packet by having informa-

tion that refers to the processing that needs to be done on it's behalf.

-

act'iue node: Routers and end nodes

that have the caoabilitv to execute

user

defined programs within a restricted environment limiting access to shared resources.

-

code di,stri,bution;

A mechanism by which active applications can be dynamically

loaded from other active nodes. This mechanism also provides for caching of

active applications to increase performance.

Main Goals

-

To support dynamic deployment of new network protocols

- Simultaneous

support for a variety of network protocols

- Creation of new protocols

by mutual agreement

scheme needed
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-

no centralized registration

SwitchWare [39] [40]
Components

-

act'iue packets:

A network packet with a mobile program that includes both

data and code.

-

act'iue ertens'ions: Node resident extensions

that can be dynamically

loaded

from node to node by using active packets for transport. Common extensions
would be available on all active routers for performance benefits.

-

actiue router: A secure infrastructure in which the other two components can
reside on too of.

Main Goals

-

Balance the programmable network's flexibility with respect to safety and se-

curity

-

issues.

To maintain if not improve the network's usability

Janos l4Ll l42l
Components

- Custom JVM: A custom JVM that is built upon the OSKit++, having the
ability to run different execution environments. Since
portable as any JVM in existence today.
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it

is a JVM,

it

is

as

- OSKit+*:

Provides a framework and a set of modularized library code for the

construction of OS kernels, servers, and other core OS functionality

Main Goals

- Resource management, security and performance
- Technology transfer

5.4

Implementation Issues with OSPF

This section will detail some of the interoperational issues of MPLS or active networks with OSPF. One of the main benefits of the two-phase restoration system is

that it does not affect the operation of OSPF. There are four main issues when implementing the two phase restoration system. The first is distributing the restoration
table information. This is followed by propagating network failure information to the
necessary nodes

in the network. Thirdly is the actual operation of either MPLS or

active networking to provide for fast restoration (primary scheme). After the primary
scheme of the two-phase restoration system is complete, control of the network must

be passed back to OSPF for optimal restoration(secondary scheme).

Before tackling each one of those issues, there needs to be an understanding of

the scope or restoration provided. An OSPF network is divided up into different
subnetworks called areas.

It

is in these areas that the two-phase restoration system

will reside. For each area in an OSPF network, a separate two-phase restoration

sys-

tem would be implemented thereby reducing the size of the preconfigured restoration

tables to the size of an area. This leads to the conclusion that the MPLS and active

network domain are the same as an OSPF area.

5.4.L

Issue 1: Distribution

After calculating the set of restoration tables, it is necessarv that all nodes within the
area are a\Ã/are and have the same set of tables. A proposed method for distributing

this information throughout the network is described here.

MPLS Label Distribution
With the already reliable flooding mechanism in place by OSPF, distribution of labels
would be most efficient using piggybacking. After the preconfigured restoration tables
are created and the corresponding labels have been assigned, the labels can be piggybacked on top of OSPF's Hello packets or any other Link State Advertisement(LSA).

According to RFC 2325 145), five out of the eight option bits in the LSA options
field have meaning. One of these options could be used to indicate that the LSA is
carrying MPLS label information. An alternative to this is since OSPF runs over
top of IP (Internet Protocol), an option bit can be used in the IP header to indicate
MPLS label distribution. Label distribution is only relevant where the preconfigured
restoration tables are calculated by only one node in the area. Distributing MPLS
labels is not even an issue if the restoration tables are calculated by each node in the

area. As a link state routing protocol, each of the nodes in an area have knowledge

of the topology of that area. With that knowledge, the restoration tables can

be

created by each node individually. This concept is very much the same as used by

OSPF when performing spf calculations.

Active Networks Preconfigured Routing Table Distribution
As described previously, calculation of the preconfigured restoration tables can
done by one node and flooded to all the other nodes or

it

be

can be calculated by all

nodes. With all nodes executing the same calculations for obtaining the restoration
tables, there is no need for distribution. However, the alternative is to have a single
node perform the calculation and then distribute the restoration tables to the other
nodes. The same method of piggybacking can be applied here as was done in MPLS

label distribution. An alternative to piggybacking is to encapsulate these routing tables into active packets called Restoration Table Advertisement(RIA) active packets.

RTA packets can be assigned their own Type ID in the ANEP header(Figure 5.2).
The Type ID would be associated with an active application that would handle the
processing of the restoration tables in the RTA packet. The RTA Active Application

(HfA3) would handle the responsibility of storing the RTA payload in a persistent
state for later use. Since RTA3 needs access to resources, possibly the filesystem) cer-

tain security measures must be in place [44]. Security measures such as access policies

to resources and authentication of RIA packets must be addressed. These security
measures would most likely reside in the execution environment that the RTA3 would

execute in.
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5.4.2

Issue 2: Fault Notification

In order for the primary

scheme of the two-phase restoration system

to be of any

use,

the nodes in the network must know about an occurrence of a fault.

MPLS
Fault notification throughout the area is necessary for MPLS. With ingress and egress
nodes responsible for assigning and removing MPLS labels respectively, flooding is

not necessary, but is acceptable. A more efficient alternative to flooding is to have the
ingress and egress nodes participate

in a Multicast group. Multicasting is a way of

distributing data to multiple recipients. Where flooding is broadcasting, multicasting
is a broadcast to only recipients that are associated with a certain multicast group.
More information can be found on multicasting in [46]
defined as an extension in RFC 1584

[

1471.

Multicasting in OSPF

is

S]. Multicast OSPF (MOSPF) can be used as

the transport for fault propagation in the MPLS domain.

Active Network
Active network nodes respond when active packets are received from other

nodes.

This is very similar to MPLS, where MPLS enabled nodes would respond to the attached MPLS labels. A difference between the two is that ingress and egress nodes in

MPLS assign and remove labels, whereas in active networks, potentially any active
node can encapsulate and send active packets. The question is which node initiates

the encapsulation. Drawing from MPLS, ingress nodes can perform this initial

en-

capsulation. Once the initial encapsulation is performed, active nodes within the
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area would do the routing of the active packet. This suggests that only ingress ac-

tive nodes need knowledge of a fault since interior nodes respond to the initial active
packet. However, egress nodes also need to know about the fault so that the outgoing
packet (destined for another area) is no longer encapsulated. The same procedures

for multicasting the fault to the ingress and egress nodes with MOSPF can be used
here.

5.4.3

Issue 3: Primarv Scheme

After receiving a fault notification, ingress nodes would either attach MPLS labels
or encâpsulate packets for active network use. Actual operation of MPLS or active
networking was briefly described previously and is left to the reader for further inves-

tigation. At this point, data would be rerouted using the preconfigured restoration
tables through the network. The primary scheme is now dependent on MPLS and
active networking technology to provide reliable data transfer through the area.

During the operation of the primary scheme, OSPF is running in the background.

It

is still sending Hello packets, and other LSAs to its neighbours. The only difference

is that all of these packets are no\M being routed by the primary scheme technologies
and not OSPF itself. To the knowledge of OSPF, the network is has not changed
because

it

does not know about the network

failure. When OSPF realizes that

failure exists (the RouterDeadlnterval time has elapsed),

it will begin

procedures for

optimal restoration as described in the following section. However, consider the
of a short lived network failure.
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a

case

A short lived network failure could exist due to a configuration error in the node.
Realizing that an error in the configuration exists, the administrator corrects the er-

ror within the RouterDeadlnterval time. This would cause the primary scheme to be
activated (configuration error) and then hopefully deactivated when the configuration

error is corrected so that OSPF can resume control. Similar to propagating a fault
notification, when a short lived fault is corrected, a resume notification is issued to
the ingress and egress nodes by the same node that detected the fault. A fault is considered corrected when the node that issued the fault notification hears a Hello packet
across the failed

link. The resume notification would cause the primary scheme to be

deactivated. This would disable MPLS(do not attach labels) or active networking(do

not encapsulate) so that routing of data is resumed by OSPF. These routing changes
for a short lived failure are depicted in Figure 5.3.

(b) during primary scheme
short lived failure

(a) prior to primary scheme

(c) after short lived failure

Figure 5.3: Routing Changes for Short Failures
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5.4.4

fssue 4: Secondarv Scheme

For a fault which is recognized by OSPF, OSPF would perform an spf calculation

to reconfigure its routing tables optimally. At this point, the primary scheme should
hand over control to the secondary scheme. The handover is merely deactivating the

the primary scheme. Since OSPF recognizes a fault after the RouterDeadlnterval
time, the node which issued the fault notification would also listen on the failed
interface for the same amount of

time. If no Hello packet is seen, then the

node

would issue a resume notification to the ingress and egress nodes to terminate the

primary scheme. The routing changes for a persistent failure is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Routing Changes Persistent Failures

An issue arises here with respect to convergence. What happens if the primary
scheme is deactivated and data is sent before OSPF converges to the optimal state?

A simple solution to this problem is to wait until OSPF has converged before multicasting the resume notification.

5.4.5 Other Issues
This section will briefly describe some other issues concerning the operation and
implementation of the two-phase restoration system.

I.

Area Border Routers(AB&s): An ABR is a router which is at the boundary of an

OSPF area. In this case, ABRs are required to have two sets of preconfigured

restoration tables, one for each area
occasion where a

it

is connected

to. If there is ever an

fault occurs in the interior of each area connected to the

ABR, more computation is necessary for proper data transmission.

With the ABR having knowledge of two failures, (one in each connected area),

it

must first remove the attached label and swap it with a label from the other

restoration table. This is of course for when MPLS is being used. When active
networking is used, the ABR would have to execute the active application twice.
The first time would be to decapsulate the active packet after receiving

it from

the first area. The second active application would be executed to encapsulate
the packet for the next area. This dual processing of the packet can be avoided
by putting more complexity into the active application of the ABRs. The ABR
active application would be able to receive the packet from one area and directly
encapsulate

it

for transmission into the next area.

2. Fault Locali,zati,on: Another interestins issue comes in the area of fault localization. The ability to localize a fault has many advantages. The first is that the
amount of traffic generated by a fault notification is reduced to only those local

to a fault. The terms local to a fault refer to the minimum number of nodes
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that are needed for there to be a restoration path around the fault. Another
benefit to fault localization is that the optimal path is still being used where
ever possible in the network.

In MPLS fault localization would require a few changes. The first

change is

that all MPLS enabled nodes be able to attach labels to any data that arrives
for the purpose of restoration. In this way, the fault need not be propagated
to the ingress and egress nodes, but just to those nodes local to the fault. An
alternative to this would be to deploy explicit routing using loose source routing.
Loose source routing is where only a portion of the entire path is specified. The

portion that would be specified is the path around the fault. This leaves the
remainder of the path to follow the shortest path provided by OSPF.

Active networking can deploy fault localization in a very similar manner. Only
active nodes local to the fault would encapsulate and transfer data in the form
of active packets.

The difÊcult part here is determining which nodes are local to the fault. One
solution is to select the two nodes that are adjacent to the fault.

If there is

a common node distance one away from the two fault adjacent nodes, then
these three nodes are local to the

fault. If a common node does not exist. then

all nodes with a distance of one from the two adiacent nodes are

examined.

From this set of nodes and all associated links between them, a spanning tree is

formed. If a spanning tree exists, then this set of nodes is local. If a spanning
tree is not found, then the search is expanded to all nodes with a distance of two
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from the adjacent nodes. Eventually, the edges of the area would be reached,
and the fault is no lonser local.

If it is not already clear, real time processing is necessary for fault localization,

5.5

Summarv

This chapter provided some background into some of the issues relating to the implementation of the two-phase restoration system. The focus of the implementation
\4¡as

on MPLS and active networking technology. There are other issues that need to

be addressed before implementation becomes feasible. One of the main issues would
be security in the network.

MPLS and active networking are potential technologies that could support the
two-phase restoration system. However, the restoration system is not limited to

them. Other technologies

â,re available

in which further research is needed.
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Chapter

6

Conclusion
This concluding chapter discusses the contributions of this work,

it

also proposes

directions for future research.

6.1

Summary of Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are in the field of survivable networks or network

restoration. With focus on the network or IP layer, this thesis distinguishes itself
from other papers whose main target is Physical Layer restoration. This thesis has
provided a view of current restoration techniques at both the network and Physical
Layer. A two phase restoration system has been introduced to provide fast restoration.
We have identified the issue of balancing the restoration tables across the network

by developing an optimization model and the solution for the problem. A heuristic
has also been proposed

to obtain near optimal solutions to the problem. Finally,

the necessary background research for implementation of the two-phase restoration
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system has been presented.
The first contribution of this thesis is the introduction of the two-phase restoration
system to enhance the current OSPF restoration mechanism. The OSPF restoration
mechanism worked very well to provide optimal path reconfiguration but at the expense of speed. Fast restoration is provided by preconfiguring a set of restoration tables that can be used immediately upon failure. The combination of the preconfigured

restoration tables, and OSPF's optimal path reconfiguration leads to the two-phase
restoration system that meets two important requirements. These requirements are
fast restoration and optimal reconfiguration.

Another contribution is the optimization model that has been developed for the

primary scheme of the two-phase restoration system. Not only does the primary
scheme provide for fast restoration,

but it provides it in an optimal manner in two

ways. With a specified number of restoration tables, the optimization model will
maximize restoration of the number of links that are protected.

If full

restoration

is desired, the optimization model will determine the necessary configurations of the

restoration tables to provide the minimum set of tables required. The problem is
formulated as a non-linear integer programming (IP) problem with linear constraints.
Testing has shown that the IP problem converges to an optimal state. To help ease the
design process of the problem, a Spanning Tree Generator (STG) tool was created.

STG aids in translating a network diagram into a set of equations that formatted
correctly for the opbdp package.
A heuristic algorithm has been proposed for a near optimal solution to the primary

scheme. The Restorable Spanning Tree Algorithm (RSTA) can provide for faster

computation time and easier implementation. A case study of the RSTA heuristic
was also presented to illustrate possible scenarios that may arise during computation.

Lastly, research has been done in dealing with the impìementation of the two-phase

restoration system. The interaction between MPLS, active networking and OSPF
plays an important role in the overall system. This architecture is the first step in
implementing the two-phase restoration system. This thesis has provided some of the
background research necessary for implementing the two-phase restoration system.

6.2

F\rture Work

We conclude this thesis by identifying some of the important issues to be addressed
as an extension to this research.

I.

Reduci,ng the size of the

leading

IP problem: With an increase in the number of nodes

to an exponential

increase

in the number of decision variables, it

is

apparent that reducing the size of the IP problem is necessary. The most obvious

reduction is formulating the problem in terms of links, not arcs as defined in
Chapter

3. This would

reduce the number of decision variables by

half. The

associated problem with using links is that the connectivity constraint would
have to be reformulated

in a fashion to account for the od pairs traversing the

links in opposite directions. Using links would also remove the necessity for
Constraint 3.9

2. Speed-up: Additional work is required to improve the computation time of the
IP problem. This can possibly involve reducing the size of the problem

as men-

tioned previously. Another possible approach is to obtain an initial feasible
solution to the problem so that less nodes will have to be examined during the

optimization procedure. The RSTA heuristic can be fullv tested and investigated further to provide faster computation time.

3.

Networlc topology: As was stated from the results in Chapter 4, network topol-

ogy greatly affects the number of spanning trees that are required. Design-

ing networks with enough redundancy to require only two spanning trees for
restoration is desired. In discussing network topology, the IP problem assumed

a symmetric network, but this is not always the case. Further research into
asymmetric networks would be needed to develop a more general optimization
model, where a symmetric network would be a special case of this general model.

4.

Dual link fai,lures: Although single link failures are most common, there

are

situations where dual link failures may exist. Although the IP problem was not
formulated to protect dual links failures,

it

inherently does. The optimization

model can be altered slightly to provide for even better dual link failure pro-

tection. Altering the formulation for this provision will increase the number of
decision variables by the number of dual link permutations that are possible

in the network. In the same manner that the formulation constraints

checked

for single link protection, they can check for dual link protection. The original
model examined whether or not a link existed

in a spanning tree. The new

model would then examine whether or not all possible combinations of dual
Iinks existed in a spanning tree.

It

is apparent that the new model would also
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account for all single links failures as well.

A

Fault detecti,on: Fault detection always remains an important issue in restora-

tion. With the two-phase restoration system, the validity of a fault is not
a concern as

it

as big

is in OSPF. This is because the two-phase restoration system

does not affect the original routing table in the primary scheme, thereby elimi-

nating any unnecessary spf calculations. Even so, it is still important to be able

to detect faults as quickly as possible so that restoration systems in place can
take action. This thesis looked only at single link faults, but node faults would
be a very important event to consider in the future.

tl

Adapti,ue algori,thm: Currently, after a network failure, the set of preconfigured

restoration tables would have to be recalculated for the new network topology.
This can be greatly reduced by looking into algorithms that can update spanning
trees when individual links are subject to change [49]. Research is needed in

updating a set of spanning trees while still preserving the maximum restoration
oossible.
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Appendix A
Catalog of Alanms
This appendix catalogues the variables, signals and alarms that are potentially important to the topic of network restoration.

Open Shortest Path First(OSPF)
(A list of important variables and parameters in configuring OSPF for Network Layer
restoration)

- Cost

-

-

The cost of sending a packet on an interface.

-

Default cost: none

Metric

-

The metric used for generating the default route.

-

Default metric:

10
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- Hello Protocol

-

The Hello Protocol is used for establishing and maintaining neighbour
relationships.

It

also makes sure that there is bidirectional communication

between the neighbours.

- Hellolnterval

-

The interval, specified in seconds, of time that hello packets that a router
sends on the interface.

-

Default time: 10 seconds

- RouterDeadlnterval

-

The interval, specified in seconds, of time that hello packets must not have
been seen before neighbouring routers

-

will declare the router down.

Default time: four times the Hellolnterval value

- Inactivity

Timer

- A single shot timer such that when fired indicates that a hello packet
has not been seen from this neighbour recently. The timer value is the
RouterDeadlnterval time.

-

Retransmit Timer

-

The time in seconds between link state advertisement retransmissions.

Transmit Delay
100

-

The estimated time it takes to transmit a link state packet on an interface.

-

Default time: 1 second

- cnf '|-imorc

-

The delay time between when OSPF receives â change in topology and
when

it

starts to calculate the shortest path. You can also configure the

hold time between two consecutive spf calculations.

-

Default time: spf-delay - 5 seconds; spf-hold-time - 10 seconds

- Interface States

-

A collection of states that a router can be in.

- LSAge Field

-

The amount of time in seconds that have elapsed since the LSA was first
originated.

- LLDown

-

A signal to indicate that the Logical Link has lost connection.

Synchronous Optical Network(SONET)
(SONET signals and alarms for restoration)

- Section Signals

-

LOS: Loss of Signal
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-

LOF: Loss of Frame

-

S-BIP: Section-level Bit-interleaved Parity error

- Line-level Signals
-

L-AIS: Line-level Alarm Indication Signal

-

L-RDI: Line-level Remote Detection Indication

-

L-BiP: Line-level Bit-interleaved Parity error

-

L-FEBE: Line-level Far End Block Error

- Path-level Signals

-

P-AIS: Path-level Alarm Indication Signal

-

P-RDI: Path-level Remote Detection Indication

-

P-BIP: Path-level Bit-interleaved Parity error

-

P-FEBE: Path-level Far End Block Error

-

LCD: Loss of Cell Delineation

-

Other Path Errors

x TIM:

Trace Identifier Mismatch

x SLM: Signal

*

Label Mismatch

UNEQ: Unequipped Signal

x All of these

signals will cause a P-RDI to be returned
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